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ABSTRACT     
  

Fatigue is a material failure due to cyclic forces acting upon said material.  Fatigue can 

make the material fail before the stresses reach ultimate tensile strength or fracture strength.  

Intravascular coronary stent are subjected to cyclic loads when placed in vivo.  Once in a 

coronary artery, stents are loaded with systolic and diastolic pulse pressures.   The purpose of 

this research entitled “A comprehensive iterative design, simulation and finite element analysis of 

bare metal stent and diseased artery” will study the impact of cyclic load on a stent geometry.  

This research will obtain information from a parametrically designed coronary stent, which used 

SolidWorks design software to create three-dimensional geometry of the stent. Abaqus finite 

element analysis software will be used to simulate in vivo artery conditions.  It will also be used 

to crimp the stent models and then deploy them within the artery.  The stent fatigue will be 

analyzed using Fe- Safe, an add-on in Abaqus. Different stent geometries for two different 

material will be analyzed.   
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
Introduction 
	  

 This paper briefly introduces biology of human heart along with the arteries, why heart 

attack occurs and what the medical treatments provided afterwards are, mainly focusing in 

angioplasty. Also, stents and its role in preventing coronary diseases are discussed.  

Study of Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is important to this project since this paper 

provides an overview of one of the treatment which involves use of scaffolding structure known 

as stent that is inserted inside the artery, so that blockage which has occurred do not disrupt the 

blood flow. CAD is one of the deadliest diseases in the United States. Statistics from United 

States Center of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [1] show that in 2005, a total of 445,687 

people died due to complications associated with coronary artery disease. Traditionally CAD is 

treated by coronary bypass surgery commonly known as open-heart surgery. These are extremely 

invasive procedures and can lead to various complications like infection, immunological graft 

rejections, etc. Recent procedures include thrombolytic i.e. clot-busting drug and Percutaneous 

Coronary Intervention also known as Angioplasty often combined with stent insertion.  

A concern with coronary stents is their mechanical failure due to the subjection of 

systolic and diastolic pressures of the heart that causes fatigue in the stent material. The objective 

of this paper is to perform a fatigue analysis on stent that is commercially used today built from 

316L stainless steel. 

Research Objectives 
 

The objective of this research is to perform fatigue analysis on a coronary stent using 

finite element analysis. Stent geometry drawn on SolidWorks is extracted and along with the 

artery, modeled in Abaqus, one of the powerful and complete solutions for realistic simulations 
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from Simulia. Fe-Safe, the durability analysis software for Finite Element models also from 

Simulia is then used to determine the fatigue life of this stent. The stent material will be 316L 

Stainless Steel. 

Limitations 
 

 This research only looks at how long it takes for a stent to fail due to fatigue. It only takes 

basic conditions into factor meaning under normal heart rate conditions for humans aged 65 or 

older who have been diagnosed with strokes. It does not take into account what happens if stents 

fail any other way except due to fatigue. The procedure with which the balloon is inserted in the 

arteries or it’s interaction with the stent is not taken into account. Drug eluting stents are not 

considered. Thrombosis causing Restenosis is not considered either. Also it does not divulge into 

study of blood flow through artery known as hemodynamics.  

Assumptions 
 

The plaque will be considered to be symmetrically distributed along the circumference of 

the artery and will be concentric to artery. Also the patient with mean age of 65.9 years (Ellis & 

Holmes, 2000) is used in which the plaque has accumulated naturally overtime. It will be 

assumed that these patients have no genetic predisposition to diabetes as studies have showed 

that diabetes can lead to higher circumferential stress in artery changing the mechanical 

properties of the arterial wall (Fung, 2002). 

Significance of the Study 
 

Stents when placed in the artery are subjected to the cyclic loading of the blood pressure 

which reduces the stent’s radial strength leading to its failure eventually. This study will analyze 

when the stent would fail predicting its fatigue life. 
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Definition of Terms 

 
Ø Adventitia: The outermost layer of the arterial wall 

Ø Atherosclerosis: A physiological phenomenon in which the arterial wall thickens, 

hardens and eventually loses its elastic properties 

Ø Coronary: Relating to the arteries that surround and supply the heart 

Ø Hyper elastic material: Ideally elastic material where the derivative of the strain 

density equals the stress per unit volume 

Ø Intima: Innermost layer of artery 

Ø Lumen: The passageway in the artery in which the blood flows 

Ø Media: The center layer of artery between adventitia and intima 

Ø Myocardium: Muscles of heart 

Ø Restenosis: Process of reoccurrence of narrowing of blood vessel after surgery 

Ø In vivo: Real life condition, inside the body of living organism as opposed to in 

vitro which is done in laboratory conditions not using the living organism as host 

of the test  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

Literature Review 
 

This chapter provides an overview of biology of human heart with coronary artery and 

the types of atherosclerotic plaques formation along with the stents. Basic finite element analysis 

in terms of global stiffness matrices will be introduced. A background study into stent analysis 

will also be discussed. 

Biology 
 
Human Heart 

 
Everyone knows what heart is and what it does.  It is the vital organ that beats about 

100,000 times a day pumping and circulating about 5-6 gallons of blood each minute. 

 
 

Figure 1. Heart showing major arteries (Cleveland Clinic, n.d) 

 

Heart performs coronary circulation of oxygen rich blood from the heart muscles into left 

atrium, to the left ventricle through coronary arteries and then to all the body parts via aorta. It 
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also does the pulmonary circulation of deoxygenated blood from the vena cava to the right 

atrium, and to the right ventricle through coronary veins and then to the lungs via pulmonary 

artery where it is oxygenated and brought back through pulmonary veins.  This project deals with 

the study and modeling of coronary artery using engineering software Abaqus. 

Artery  
 

As stated earlier, artery is a passageway that carries oxygenated blood from the heart 

muscles (myocardium) to entire body through aorta that is purified and brought to by lungs via 

coronary arteries. Any kind of restriction or blockage in the arterial walls results in decreased 

blood flow leading to a myocardial infraction commonly known as heart attack. The layers of 

human artery are composed of fibers such as elastin and collagen. Elastin is a non-linear elastic 

material that has incremental Young’s modulus of 3 * 105 Pascal and a strain rate of 40 % 

whereas Collagen is a stiffer material that possesses Young’s modulus of 108 Pascal at a strain of 

3% – 4 % (Hastings, 1992). These fibers work in tandem to give artery its elastic and structural 

properties.  

 

Figure 2.  Layered structure of the arterial wall (Mortier, 2010) 
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Artery consists of three layers as illustrated in the figure above namely intima, media and 

adventitia. Intima is the innermost layer of the artery containing endothelium that is in contact 

with the blood. It consists of collagen fibers. It is the thinnest layer and does not serve a 

significant role in the artery’s structural integrity. Media consists of smooth muscle cell and has 

different compositions i.e. larger arteries have elastin fibers whereas smaller ones are made up of 

smooth muscles as well as matrix of elastin and collagen fibers. Adventitia on the other hand is 

exclusively made up of collagen fibers and contains connective tissue like fibroblast. It is the 

outermost layer of the artery that serves as the main structural component. Lumen is the 

passageway for the blood flow. 

Researches have shown that arteries when removed from the body greatly reduce in 

length, a significant reduction up to 50% original length (Green, Schajer, Parker, & Post, 1995). 

Then a healthy artery must be subjected to pre-tensioning stresses in the body that tethers the 

artery to the surrounding connective heart tissue. This in-vivo tethering allows the artery to move 

in both radial and longitudinal directions. (Hastings, 1992).  

Plaque Formation 
 

What is plaque and how does it occur? It is a complex biological process, which occurs 

typically over several decades due to fat, cholesterol, calcium and other substances found in 

blood. Components of Atherosclerotic Plaque are Lipids, Calcified plaque, and Fibrous Cap.  

Summary of the process without going into much material property is described below. 

This process of plaque formation starts out as a minor inflammation in the endothelium layers in 

intima, where fatty streaks along with the diseased endothelium’s adhesive property start to form 

making a lesion. Lipids then slowly accumulate around the area. Calcification of plaque starts to 

occur. Now artery, in its defense starts to accumulate smooth muscle cells around the same area. 
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But then those intertwine with the lipids leading to a complicated atherosclerotic lesion. Then 

during the recovery process by the artery, the walls start to thicken decreasing lumen. The 

thickened arterial wall helps to dilate the lumen and keep constant blood flow. After remodeling, 

the artery wall will continue to inflame and release various growth factor enzymes (Ross, 1999).  

This inflammation process leads to necrosis in which the artery cells begin to die.  Smooth 

muscle cells begin to accumulate around the diseased lesion once again.  A fibrous cap forms 

over the lesion and covers the lipid, smooth muscle, and necrotic core.  This is known as a 

complicated lesion.  Figure 3 illustrates the atherosclerosis accumulation process.  

 

Figure 3. Atherosclerosis growth and complication (Forensic Medicine for Medical Students, 
2010) 
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Heart attack occurs when the blood flow induces stresses that rupture fibrous cap 

surrounding the lesion 

Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) 
 

Study of Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is important to this project since this paper 

provides an overview of one of the treatment which involves use of scaffolding structure known 

as stent that is inserted inside the artery, so that blockage which has occurred do not disrupt the 

blood flow. 

CAD is one of the deadliest diseases in the United States. Statistics from United States 

Center of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) show that in 2005, a total of 445,687 people 

died due to complications associated with coronary artery disease. Approximately 1 of every 13 

Americans aged 18 and older has CAD. It is also the leading cause of death for people of most 

racial and ethnic groups in US – highest among Hispanic Americans. African Americans are 

30% more likely to die from heart disease than non-Hispanic white men.  People 65 and older 

account for approximately 85% of deaths. Illness from CAD costs US $ 312.6 billion each year. 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014) 

Traditionally CAD is treated by coronary bypass surgery commonly known as open-heart 

surgery. These are extremely invasive procedures and can lead to various complications like 

infection, immunological graft rejections, etc. Contemporary procedures include IV injection of 

thrombolytic i.e. clot-busting drug and Percutaneous Coronary Intervention also known as 

Angioplasty often combined with stent insertion. 

These traditional and contemporary methods have their own advantages and 

disadvantages. Primary angioplasty (PCI) performed within 90 minutes of the patient’s arrival 

has been shown to be a superior treatment for STEMI (Segment Elevation myocardial infraction 
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– a type of severe heart attack) when compared to thrombolytic therapy in both the short and 

long term. Unfortunately, only 22% of hospitals in the United States have catheterization labs 

and less than 25% of those labs are capable of performing PCI.  However, this is not a major 

surgery and do not require general anesthesia. The risks can be rare complications along with 

Restenosis (recurrence of stenosis – narrowing of blood vessels) and stent failure due to fatigue. 

Thrombolytic therapy, on the other hand, is more generally available and can be 

administered by any properly trained healthcare provider. Hemorrhage is the main complication 

of this type of therapy and bleeding in the brain occurs in about 1% to 2% of patients. 

Stenting 
 

Stenting is one of the most common procedures used in combating cardiovascular 

disease. The ideal stent is inexpensive to manufacture, easy to deploy, sufficiently rigid to 

provide support, able to deliver therapeutic agents, and disappears after treatment without 

leaving harmful materials in the body. The stenting procedure is a minimally invasive procedure 

where it is placed inside a deployment catheter and guided to the position using a guide wire, 

typically placed in the peripheral artery in the thigh. Once it is in place, it is expanded within the 

artery. Biocompatibility is very important because the stent is placed inside the artery for a 

number of years and then either taken out or made sure it dissolves without harming any human 

organ. United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA or USFDA) recommends guidelines 

for stent fatigue testing.  Stents must have a minimum fatigue life of 10 years at a heart rate of 

72.3 beats per minute.  This is equivalent to 380,008,800 pulse cycles (Perry, Oktay, & 

Muskivitch, 2002). Generally used stents are made up of following materials: 

316L stainless steel e.g. - Cordis Palmaz-Schatz stent, the Cordis Crossflex stent, the 

Guidant Multi Link stent, and the Medtronic Be stent. Stainless steel, the most common 
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inexpensive and relatively biocompatible stenting material in use today has much room for 

improvement. The current metal options available seem to incur high restenosis and thrombosis 

rates, and a need for repeat revascularization 

Gold has long been known as a highly visible, biocompatible and usually inert metal. 

Gold provides a radiopaque but highly expensive material. 

Currently, Conichrome®, Phynox™ and Elgiloy® are trademark names for the cobalt-

chromium-nickel molybdenum- iron alloy, which is specified by ASTM F1058 and ISO 5832-7 

Newer models like the drug-eluting stents have yielded lower restenosis and 

revascularization rates. Tantalum is ideal for viewing and supporting, but more biocompatible 

options exist. Tantalum wire stents provide excellent radio-opacity, flexibility, and structural 

support, but tend to promote high restenosis levels. Nitinol (from the Nickel Titanium Naval 

Ordinance Laboratory) is an example of a biocompatibile, super-elastic shape-memory alloy.  

Gopal, Kim, Swift, & Choules, in their conference paper titled “Fatigue Life Estimation of 

Nitinol Medical Devices” provide in-depth study of material properties for nitinol including its 

composition, grain structure, stress-strain relationships and much more. Materials for polymer 

stents include biodegradable stents coupled with polymeric endoluminal paving, and shape-

memory polymers. Silicone was the first organic material chosen for stenting. Pure plastic biliary 

stents using polyethylene or polyurethane have also been used in patients. PLLA is the most 

common biodegradable polymer stent material and exhibits a viscoelastic nature. 

Stenting has its own complications. A few of the medical complications arising from 

coronary stents today include thrombosis, cholesterol accumulation, restenosis, inflammation, 

and hyperplasia. Thrombosis is the formation of a clot, or the presence of a blood clot within a 

blood vessel. Cholesterol, which accumulates from saturated fat buildup within the blood 
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vessels, can reform its original plaques atop the inserted stents. Restenosis is the re-closing or the 

collapsing of an artery. Inflammation might be caused by the body’s immune response, warding 

off the invasive material. Hyperplasia is an abnormal increase in the number of cells in the 

surrounding tissue. 

Finite Element Analysis 
 

Researches done previously show that the arterial layers can be modeled as isotropic 

material and they represent incompressible hyper elastic nature. Also, the lipids and plaques that 

occur in the artery can be modeled using strain energy function.  Different types of stents are 

produced in the world today. One of the common ones namely Cordis is picked for this paper 

and modeled in Abaqus along with the artery. The procedures used are described thus hoping to 

provide an engineering insight on how and why stents are used using a 3D model in Abaqus. 

Background Study on Artery and Plaque Modeling in Abaqus 
 

Significant research has gone into the study of arterial wall mechanics and intravascular 

stent response. Each and every mention of the study done would make an interminable paper so 

only those related are mentioned. In order to do an analysis it was essential to find the 

mechanical properties of the intimal, medial, and adventitial layers of the artery wall along with 

the atherosclerotic layers of plaque. 

Accurate view of the artery’s elastic nature can be modeled using deformable continuum 

mechanics theory.  The artery does not have a linear stress-strain relationship and can therefore 

be can be modeled as a hyper elastic solid.  A hyper elastic solid can be defined using a strain 

density function based upon the principles stretches of the material.  The basic form of the 

artery’s constitutive equation is shown below (Simulia). 

( ) ( ) ( )2
1 2

1 1

13 3 1
N

i j idef
ij el

i
U C I I J

D=

= − − + −∑                                      (1) 
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Where: 

Udef  is the material strain density function 
Cij  is a material constant (the subscripts i and j describe the direction) 
I1  is the first Cauchy strain invariant 
I2  is the second Cauchy strain invariant 
D1  is the material compressibility factor 
Jel  is material elastic volume strain 

 

The Cauchy stress invariants are defined in terms of the principle stresses.  The first and 

second Cauchy stress invariants can be defined as follows. 

2 1
1 2U UI λ λ−= +                    (2) 

     
2

2 2U UI λ λ−= +                         (3) 
Where: 

I1  is the first Cauchy strain invariant 
I2  is the second Cauchy strain invariant 
λ  is the principal stretch 
 

An incompressible hyperelastic material has a D1 value that is equal to zero.  This 

corresponds to a Poisson’s ratio of 0.5.  The Poisson’s ratio can be defined as shown in the 

following equation. 

3 2

6 2

o

o

o

o

K

v K
µ

µ

−
=

+
                                                                    (4) 

Where: 

v is the Poisson’s ratio 
Ko is the bulk modulus 
µo is the shear modulus 

 
 The incompressibility is further defined using the third Cauchy invariant, Jel.  The 

third invariant is equal to one in an incompressible hyper elastic solid.  The deformation gradient 

thus becomes: 
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   ( ) ( )
1

2 2
1

1 11

1 11 1 1
0

N
i

e
i i

g J
D= =

= − = − =∞∑ ∑                                 (5) 

The infinite deformation gradient leads to a solid that does not change volume when undergoing 

strain. Simulia provides the equations and input file examples in its User’s Manual. 

 The incompressibility of a hyper elastic solid can also be described using the 

principle stretches.  Lai et al. showed that an incompressible solid has an equilibrium state shown 

below (Lai, Rubin, & Krempl, 2010). 

                                                              1 1 1x xλ=                                                             (6) 
                                                              2 2 2x xλ=                                                           (7) 

   3 2 3x xλ=                                                      (8) 
Where: 

x is the longitudinal direction 
λ is the principle stretch in the longitudinal direction 
 

An incompressible solid possesses an equilibrium state between the first and second 

principle stretches. 

     2
1 2 1λ λ =                                                         (9) 

 This equilibrium state leads to an isochoric response in the material (Lai, Rubin, 

& Krempl, 2010).  The isochoric response indicates no change in the material’s volume during 

stretch. 

Early and Kelly studied the impact of arterial geometry and material properties on stents 

and found that these layers exhibit isotropic, incompressible and hyper elastic nature (Early and 

Kelly, 2010). The polynomial strain energy function is shown below. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )2 3
10 1 01 2 20 1 11 1 2 30 13 3 3 3 3 3W C I C I C I C I I C I= − + − + − + − − + −      (10) 
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Where: 

W is the strain energy function 
C is a material constant 
I1 is the first Cauchy strain invariant 
I2 is the second strain invariant 
 
 

Early and Kelly defined the artery layers using a third order Mooney-Rivlin hyper elastic 

function (Early and Kelly, 2010). The Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function is a special case of 

the polynomial strain energy function. The Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function is defined 

below. 

        U = C10 I1 −3( )+C01 I2 −3( )+C20 I1 −3( )
2
+C11 I1 −3( ) I2 −3( )+C30 I1 −3( )

3
+

1
D1

(Jel −1)2       (11) 

Where: 

U is the material strain density function 
C is a material constant 
I1  is the first Cauchy strain invariant 
I2  is the second Cauchy strain invariant 
D1  is the material compressibility factor 
Jel  is material elastic volume strain 

 

The material constants values obtained then are tabulated as below- 

TABLE 1 

1. ARTERY LAYER ELASTIC CONSTANTS (MPa) (Early and Kelly) 

 
C10 C01 C20 C11 C30 

Intima 84.23 5.05 1500 76.506 42.38 

Media 3.55 0.66 21.54 18.68 19.77 

Adventiti

a 

7.14 0.63 8.03 95.79 99.31 
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Further studies have also been done to investigate the mechanical properties of 

atherosclerotic plaques.  Maher et al. studied the mechanical response of atherosclerotic plaques 

(Maher, Creane and Sultan, 2009). The data from the study was fit to a second order polynomial 

hyper elastic strain energy function. 

                     ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )2 2
10 1 01 1 20 1 11 1 2 02 23 3 3 3 3 3W C I C I C I C I I C I= − + − + − + − − + −       (12) 

Where: 

W is the strain energy function 
C is a material constant 
I1 is the first strain invariant 
I2 is the second strain invariant 
  

This study was performed on a total of fourteen atherosclerotic plaques, which consisted 

of calcified, lipid, and fibrous atherosclerotic plaques.  The plaques were found to be isotropic, 

incompressible hyper elastic materials.  Maher et al. defined the atherosclerotic plaque using a 

second order polynomial strain energy function (Maher, Creane and Sultan, 2009) 

U = C10 (I1 −3)+C01(I2 −3)+C20 (I1 −3)2 +C11(I1 −3)(I2 −3)+C30 (I2 −3)2 +
1
D1

(Jel −1)2     (13) 

Where: 

U is the material strain density function 
C is a material constant 
I1  is the first Cauchy strain invariant 
I2  is the second Cauchy strain invariant 
D1  is the material compressibility factor 
Jel  is material elastic volume strain 
 

The material constants for three atherosclerotic plate are tabulated as shown in Table 2 
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TABLE 2 

2. ATHEROSCLEROTIC PLAQUE HYPER ELASTIC CONSTANTS (MPa) 

(Maher, Creane and Sultan, 2009) 

 
C10 C01 C20 C11 C30 

Fibrous 0.00753 0.00999 0.02063 0.00039 0.00078 

Lipid 0.00116 0.01168 0.00858 0.0006 0.00022 

Calcified 0.001144 0.01357 0.06238 0.02626 0.00761 

 

Various studies related to restenosis, stent dog boning, deployment tactics and 

procedures, behavior of the arterial walls during stenting, optimization, and fatigue life etc. are 

not mentioned or discussed in this paper. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
Problem Statement 

 
Finite Element Analysis can be a very useful tool in predicting fatigue life of stents in in-

vivo conditions. This paper tries to recreate the in-vivo condition by modeling the artery and the 

coronary stent in 3D and look at the fatigue life of stent that is constantly under systolic and 

diastolic pressure of blood and the resistance of plaque. 

 
Methodology 

 
3D models of stents from three different companies created using SolidWorks design 

software are imported into Abaqus from Mr. May’s paper. Also a 3D model of artery along with 

plaque will be created. In order to accurately model the hyper elastic and incompressible 

behavior of artery and to characteristically design plaque’s nature, uhyper subroutine has to be 

written using FORTRAN programming language. This subroutine will be tested using two-

dimensional cross sections and then will be applied to 3D models. 

Arteries in our body are in stretched condition so once removed from the body, they 

elastically recoil. This recoil shows that the artery is no longer in contact with blood and do not 

have any stresses or strains due to blood pressure. A healthy artery is known to be stretched up to 

50% of its original in-vitro length. This feature of tethering allows the artery to evenly distribute 

the blood pressure along the endothelium (Fung, 2002).  To mimic the in-vivo phase, tethering is 

used in 3D models. The next step is to put the stent inside the artery and get it to expand and 

crimp. For this ART (Adjustable Rigid Torus) plugin from Simulia is used. This add on feature 

from Simulia is specifically designed for models to expand and crumple upon user’s discretion. 

A sinusoidal pressure curve will be used to represent the systolic and diastolic nature of the 

blood inside the body. The stresses thus obtained will be used to determine the fatigue life of 
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stents using Fe-Safe software, which is a fatigue-determining tool from Abaqus. This process 

will be repeated for different model geometries with different material for stents and the fatigue 

life will be compared. 

Modeling 
 

A FORTRAN subroutine is required to implement the aforesaid strain energy functions in 

Abaqus.  Uhyper routine is written to model the hyper elastic nature of the artery and plaque.  

The Abaqus manuals recommend that incompressible materials should be modeled as nearly 

incompressible (Simulia).  A bulk modulus to shear modulus ratio of 10,000 is used to model a 

nearly compressible behavior.  A bulk to shear modulus ratio of 10,000 leads to a Poisson ratio 

of 0.4995.  A fully incompressible hyper elastic solid has a Poisson ratio of 0.5.  Therefore, a 

Poisson ratio of 0.49995 has some compressibility.    

10,000o

o

K
µ

≈                       (14) 

3 2
0.49995

6 2

o

o

o

o

K

v K
µ

µ

−
= ≈

+
                                          (15)

 

A bulk modulus to shear modulus ratio of 10,000 led to an approximate Poisson’s ratio of 

0.49995.  Therefore, the material compressibility factor (D1) became non-zero.  The 

compressibility factor for each arterial layer and atherosclerotic plaque is recalculated to obtain a 

nearly incompressible hyper elastic response.  The compressibility factor is a function of the 

material’s Poisson’s ratio and the linear components of the strain energy function (C10 and C01). 

( )( )1 10 011 2D v C C= − +                                                (16) 

The D1 values for each artery layer and plaque component are shown in Table 3. 
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TABLE 3 

3. HYPER ELASTIC COMPRESSIBILITY FACTORS (MPa) 

Component D1 Value 

Intima 0.008928 

Media 0.000421 

Adventitia 0.00077 

Calcified 0.000001471 

Lipid 0.000001284 

Fibrous 0.000001752 

 

The uhyper subroutine also requires that partial derivatives with respect to the strain invariants 

(I1, I2, and Jel) be calculated. The partial derivatives define the elastic response of the strain 

energy function.  These partial derivatives are !"
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.  These are the partial derivatives for the artery’s Mooney-

Rivlin strain energy function.  The uhyper subroutine ignores any partial derivative that is equal 

to zero.  Therefore, these partial derivatives are ignored in the following calculations. 
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 The partial derivatives for the plaque components are calculated.  The plaque components 

were modeled using a second order polynomial hyper elastic strain energy function. 
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These calculations are compiled into a FORTRAN subroutine.  See Appendix A for the 

complete subroutine source file.  The subroutine was tested using a combination of 2D and 3D 

artery models.  A two dimensional quarter model is first created in order to test the subroutine 

and boundary condition assumptions.  The artery was modeled in relation to the left anterior 

descending artery (LAD).  Suter et al. prescribed artery layer thickness to lumen diameter ratios 
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(Suter, et al., 2009).  The LAD was modeled using the mean lumen diameter of 4.38 mm.  The 

artery was also modeled using the mean outer diameter of 5.45 mm.  Holzapfel et al. investigated 

the ratio of artery layer thickness to artery wall thickness (Holzapfel, Sommer, Gasser, & 

Regitnig, Determination of Layer-Specific Mechanical Properties of Human Coronary Arteries 

with Nonatherosclerotic Intimal Thickening and Related Constitutive Modeling, 2005).  It was 

found that ratios for the adventitia, media, and intima were 0.4, 0.36, and 0.27 respectively.  

These ratios were used to model the artery layer thicknesses. Arterial blood pressure is periodic 

in nature.  More specifically, it can be modeled using a sinusoidal function.  Rebelo et al. found 

that the blood pressure has a mean value of 100 mmHg (0.013 MPa) (Rebelo, Fu and 

Lawrenchuk) 

Stent Crimping and Expansion 
 

Stent crimping and expansion are necessary in order to add residuals stresses to the stent 

materials.  Crimping and expansion takes advantage of material plasticity to increase radial 

strength.  Residual stresses from crimping and expansion are present in the stent even in a no 

load condition.  It is important to model to accurately model these residual stresses in order to 

properly define the in-vivo conditions.  The Abaqus Adjustable Rigid Torus (ART) plugin was 

used to control both stent crimping and stent expansion.  The ART plugin uses cylindrical 

displacement boundary conditions and contact controls to control both stent crimping and 

expansion.  The displacement boundary conditions cause the rigid cylinder radius to either 

increase (balloon expansion) or decrease (crimping).  Balloon expansion uses a position 

displacement vector to increase the rigid cylinder’s radius; while a crimping contact uses a 

negative displacement vector to decrease the radius.  The user specifies the starting and ending 
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cylinder radius as well as the contact type.  Below is the graphical input for the ART plugin. 

(Simulia Central, 2011) 

 

Figure 4.  Adjustable rigid torus contact definition window 

 

The stent was crimped to a radius of 1.75 mm. A balloon contact was then used to expand 

the stents from the crimped profile to the expanded diameter.  The same stent boundary 

conditions from the crimping step were used during expansion.  The rigid torus representing the 

expansion balloon was displaced to a radius of 2.15 mm. 

After the crimping and expansion, the artery model with the plaque was introduced in the 

assembly mode with the stent geometry and the boundary conditions along with the blood 

pressure was used. The stresses were obtained from the results. Then those stresses were used in 

Fe-Safe module of Abaqus to calculate the fatigue life of the stent. 
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CHAPTER FOUR  
 

Analysis 
 

A two dimensional quarter model of the diseased artery was created by adding a calcified 

intima, lipid core, and fibrous cap.  Figure 5 illustrates the quarter model:  

 

Figure 5. Artery Quarter Model 

 (Green - adventitia; brown - media; blue - intima; white - calcified; grey - lipid core; red 

- fibrous cap) 

The model was meshed using a global seed factor of 0.05.  The mesh used CPS4 shell 

elements.  A boundary condition of U2 equals zero was applied to the nodes along the X-axis.  

Boundary conditions of U1 equals zero were applied to nodes along the Y-axis.  A boundary 

condition on degree of freedom U1 is synonymous with the X-axis while U2 is synonymous with 

the Y-axis. A pressure of 0.013 MPa was applied to the lumen surface of the model.  This 

pressure corresponded to the mean blood pressure through the artery.  Figure 6 shows the mesh 

and boundary conditions. 
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Figure 6.  Quarter Model Von Mises Stresses (MPa) 

The quarter model was also extended to a two dimensional full model.  The same 

meshing and boundary conditions were applied to the full model.  Figures 6 shows the full model 

Von Mises Stresses. 

 

Figure 7. Full Model Von Mises Stresses (MPa) 
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Three-Dimensional Artery Modeling 
 

These two-dimensional properties are then taken into account to create a three-

dimensional model for more accurate representation along with these listed properties. 

Total length used:    32mm 
Displacement boundary conditions:  8 mm 
Poisson’s ratio:    0.5 
Element used:     C3D8H eight node solid brick elements 
Blood Pressure:   0.013 MPa  
 

The process followed in Abaqus is as follows. When first opening Abaqus, the Start Session 

window is seen. 

 

 

Figure 8. Start Session 

 Standard/Explicit Model is chosen to start a new analysis.  It is important to set a work 

directory for any Abaqus jobs because it is a folder where all files related to the analysis are 

stored.  Then the option of File to Set Work Directory is chosen after which the user can browse 

to a folder where the files are to be saved 
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 Then the user has to double click on parts on the left side browser bar.  A Create Part 

window will appear. 3D solid extrusion is chosen with the approximate shape of 20.  Note that 

Abaqus does not have it’s own unit system so it is very important to keep track of the units, 

which means any unit system choses must be consistent throughout. Here, for this tutorial it is 

mm and MPa. 

 

Figure 9. Create Part 

 After clicking continue to enter the sketcher, a circle with an outside diameter of 5.45 

mm and an inside diameter of 4.38 mm is sketched. Then the circles are extruded to 32 mm to 

form a hollow cylinder, which must be partitioned to form the artery layers using a central axis. 

Create Datum Axis: Axis of Cylinder is selected and the inside surface of the cylinder is to be 

clicked to create the datum axis. 
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Figure 10. Create Datum Axis 

 Once the axis is created, the cylinder can be separated to add the artery layers. To begin 

with the outermost artery layer, create partition icon is chosen where a partition will appear.  

Then cell option is selected. 

 

Figure 11. Create Partition 

 Choosing Sketch Planar Partition, the front face of the cylinder is clicked to create a 

sketching surface.  Next, to choose an edge, the outside edge of the cylinder is selected. Then the 

sketcher appears. A circle with a diameter of 5.02 mm is sketched.  After exiting the sketch, 

Extrude/Sweep Edges from the Create Partition window is selected by picking the edge that is 

just sketched.  Extrude Along Path option is chosen. The datum axis is created as in earlier steps. 
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The same process is repeated to create the media (diameter of 4.64 mm).  The intima does not 

have to be partitioned because it will be automatically partitioned. 

 The artery must also be partitioned to add appropriate boundary conditions. Define 

Cutting plane (from the partition window) is chosen. By selecting the entire artery as the cell, 

normal to edge as the type is selected. Clicking on the outside edge of the artery, it can be seen 

that small yellow circles will appear.  These need to be selected to create the partitions as shown 

in Figure B5. 

 

Figure 12. Partitioned Artery 

 The artery will now be meshed.  Then the part container on the left side bar is expanded.  

Options of mesh is double clicked, then seed to part of global seed 0.5 is selected. Mesh to 

Controls is chosen and the entire artery is selected. The technique to sweep is changed to media 

axis. To mesh the artery, mesh part is chosen and then mesh element type is selected while 

deselecting reduced integration. 
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Figure 13. Artery Mesh 

  A Create Material Window will appear if material from the side bar is chosen.  Using 

adventitia as the name, the option of mechanical to elasticity to hyper elastic is selected. The 

strain energy potential to user is changed along with include compressibility.  Same process is 

repeated for media and adventitia. 

 

Figure 14. Edit Material 
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 Then section from the side bar is chosen for the creation of a solid section named 

Adventitia. 

 

Figure 15. Create Section 

 By clicking continue the material is then changed to adventitia.  Again the same process 

is repeated for media and intima.  Then, section assignment from the expanded part container is 

selected for the adventitia partitions by assigning the adventitia section and repeating for the 

media and intima. 

 Assembly is double clicked from Instances on the side bar. The artery is then added to the 

assembly.  This process of creating an assembly allows for boundary conditions and loads to be 

added to the same model.  For boundary conditions, BC on the side bar is double clicked. 

Choosing displacement/rotation and the partition line along the X-axis, U2 is constrained.  Same 

is repeated for the Y axis (constrain U1). 

 The option of steps from the side bar is double clicked. A static step named tethering is 

created. The NGLEOM option should be selected. Boundary condition on the front face of the 

artery is selected by changing the step to tethering and setting U3 to 8.  Similarly, boundary 

condition of U3 equal -8 on the back face is created.  This creates a displacement boundary 

condition that will lengthen the artery. 
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 A new step named pulse is created.  Selecting load, pressure is chosen. Then the inside 

surfaces of the artery (lumen) is selected and a value of 0.0002 for the magnitude is entered. 

 

Figure 16. Pressure Creation 

 

Figure 17. Boundary Conditions and Pressure 

 Jobs is double clicked to create an analysis file.  Under the general tab and then user 

subroutine, user browses to the uhyper subroutine.  This shows the software where the material 

models are located. 
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Figure 18. Edit Job Window 

 Then the job that is just created is right clicked and submitted.  Abaqus then performs the 

analysis.  After the analysis completes, the job again can be right clicked to choose the results for 

viewing. 

 

Figure 19. Stresses Along the Arterial Lumen due to blood pressure 

It can be seen from the above figure that the stresses are mainly applied or absorbed by 

the innermost or the intimal layer. 
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The Stent was modeled using Solids Works software and the specifications were matched 

from the desired company to resemble the actual product as close as possible. Then the stent 

model was transferred to the workstation and analyzed further. Refer to Appendix B for the 

detailed information on how this was done. 

 

Figure 20. Final Stent Model in the wrapped configuration 

 

After the modeling of the stent, ART Plugin from Abaqus was used for crimping and expansion 

of the stent 
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Figure 21. Crimping (before and after) 

 

In the figure above to the left, it can be seen that the stent is in its natural condition and to the 

right is where the stent is crimped. Also the stresses endured during the crimping process can be 

observed 
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Figure 22. Expansion (before and after) 

 

Similarly, in the figure above to the left, it can be seen that the stent is in its unexpanded 

condition and to the right is where the stent is fully expanded. After the crimping and expansion 

is done, the stent is assembled inside the artery and the simulation is run using the boundary 

conditions. 
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Figure 23. Expansion of stent inside artery (before and after) 

 

In the figure above, the shape of the artery can be seen before and after the deployment of 

the stent. The stent can be clearly seen pushing the arterial layers clearly crushing any plaque or 

obstruction in the lumen thus opening the lumen diameter for blood flow.  

One point to note here is that the Von Mises stresses are too high. They are in the order of 

thousands, which really should be lower. Comparing it to the literature, it should be around 200-
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400 MPa. This is going to lead to unrealistic fatigue life down the road. The modeling should not 

have yielded such results hence, should be corrected. 

 The results are then imported into Fe-Safe for the fatigue analysis. The results in form of 

stress amplitudes are directly imported into Fe-Safe. All the properties are chosen, as the 

software requires and only the stent in the whole assembly is analyzed for the failure due to 

fatigue as shown below. 

 

Figure 24. Fe-Safe 

The step-by-step instructions on fatigue analysis on Fe-Safe using .odb files from Abaqus are as 

follows: 

When the user opens up the software for the first time, they are given the option to set up 

the project directory. Advantages of doing so are explained in the window as well which looks 

like the figure below. 
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Figure 25. Configure Fe-Safe 

Then after the initial set up, whenever the software is opened, it opens with the last 

known results. For e.g.- 

 

Figure 26. Opening Window 

 

Any time this happens, any existing data has to be reset to their defaults, which is done 

by choosing Clear Data and Settings under Tools menu.  
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Figure 27. Clear Data and Settings 

 

Doing so opens up the window like the one shown below- 

 

Figure 28. Cleared Data Window 

After resetting the values, the output file from Abaqus (.odb) is opened using Open Finite 

Element from the File menu. A Pre-Scan file dialogue box will be displayed which is to be 

selected yes. 
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As Fe-Safe loads up the model, the information of what is happening can always be seen 

in the Message Log window in the bottom far right corner of the window. Any windows shown 

in the screen can be closed or kept depending upon the user’s preference 

When the pre-scan is complete, the Select Datasets to Read dialogue will be displayed. 

To the right of the window, Quick select buttons can be seen with options of different properties. 

For our example, only stresses are chosen. Below that, it can be seen that every increments has 

different properties as well. If more options were to be chosen that what is in the loaded model, a 

red lined note saying that requested data is not available can be seen. 

 

Figure 29. Select Datasets to Read 

 

After the model has finished loading, the Loaded FEA Models Properties dialogue box 

appears where the units that have been previously used in Abaqus has to be followed for 

consistency.  
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Then a warning dialogue box prompting the user to edit element groups can be seen. No 

option is chosen. After that, a summary of the open model appears in the Current FE Models 

window on the bottom right corner. The loaded datasets and element group information can be 

seen in it 

 

Figure 30. Current FE Models 

Especially to the example in this window, it can be seen that all the surfaces constructed 

during the modeling of the artery and stent along with the assembly surfaces appear on the Group 

Parameters window.  

 

Figure 31. Analysis Settings 
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Now since this research is only interested in the fatigue life of the stent all other 

parameters can be deselected to make the process simpler. To do that, once the user clicks on 

Manage Groups button, any items on the right side, which is in the Analysis Groups section can 

be selected to be moved to left i.e. Unused Groups. So only the stent is left on the right side to be 

analyzed. After apply and OK, when the user comes back to the original starting window, it can 

be seen that two groups: one that is chosen and the other default can be seen 

 

Figure 32. Select Groups to Analyse 
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Then the next step would be to define the loading. To do that, a sample data load set has 

to be combined with the stress data set of the example and then analyzed.  

For that the user has to go to File and then open data file and browse to the data folder 

under fe safe version 6.4 (or whatever the user has) and choose any of the .amc data file. It can 

be seen that those data file then show up under Loaded Data Files window. From here the user 

has to select one of the file and then go down to the Current FE Models window, dataset then 

under last increment choose the stress set.  Once both these are selected, under Loading Settings 

next to Analyse Settings, the user has to click on Add. 

The next step is to come back to Analysis Settings and define the subgroup options.The 

user needs to double click on each and every button under subgroups and define the properties.  

 

Figure 33. Subgroup Selection 

 

Under Subgroup selection, the user for this example has to choose Whole Group since all 

of the stent has to be analyzed and not just its surface. Surface finish is left as Kt 1, which is 

theoretically perfect surface finish for any material. If more research yields any other values, 

then those can be used. For Material tab, the user has to go in the Material Databases window, 

which is to the far right corner and then choose the desired material on the database. For this 

example, 316 Stainless Steel is chosen which is under the system tab, all the way towards the 

bottom. If and how to add more materials can always be consulted in the manual. Analyse with 
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material’s default algorithm is selected under Algorithm. For In-plane residual stress, it can be 

left as 0 unless the user is sure of any such stresses. SN scale is 1 and Knockdown is left as 

Disabled.  

Now there is default tab under the user’s selection of section groups that has all the 

properties to be filled as discussed above. The simplest way to go about is to double-click under 

algorithm for the default option and choose “Do not analyze”. This will prevent any error down 

towards the end.  

Everything else can be left as it is for the simplest calculation. Then Analyse button is 

clicked to get the results. Fe-Safe shows the summary page and after the continue button is 

clicked; the log file of the result is shown which gives the worst life repeat of the model. 

The results obtained in the log file is as follows: 

 
Figure 34. Results from Fe-Safe 
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The result produced shows the worst life repeat at 26713 cycles at element 1 at the 3973 node. 

This is not the result expected because according to FDA, the stent must withstand 3.8 * 108 

cycles. The reasons as to why these results are not practical are as follows: 

1. Convergence issue on the 3D modeling resulting in grand errors 

2. To simplify the geometry, essential properties had to be left out which made the model 

more complex 

3. Non-expertise knowledge of most of the software. 

Preliminary Static Analysis  
 

Although a definite realistic number could not be obtained from this analysis, the factors 

which which might or might not influence the fatigue life of stent such as material choice and 

geometry of the stent can be certainly studied. Because of above said issues, three different stent 

geometries are looked at to see which geometry (from Plamaz, Mortier, and Laserage, which will 

just be referred as A, B and C here) would incur the most stresses and strains leading to higher 

chances of failure. For three different stent geometries of material 316 Stainless Steel, maximum 

and minimum Principle stresses are compared. 
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Figure 35. Maximum and Minimum Principle Stresses for Stent Geometry  

 

Figure 35 shows that the stresses are almost evenly distributed throughout the stent and 

can be safely hypothesized for the crack initiation to occur at any point. 
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Figure 36. Maximum and Minimum Principle Stresses for Stent Geometry B 

 

From Figure 36, it can be seen that the stresses are concentrated along the inside of the 

struts, which can then be safely hypothesized for the crack initiation to occur at these regions. 
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Figure 37. Maximum and Minimum Stresses for Stent Geometry C 

 

Figure 37 shows the concentration of the stresses at the strut and bridge transition similar 

to that of geometry B, where the crack initiation might start before other regions.  

Tabulating these values, 
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TABLE 4 

Table 4. Maximum and Minimum Principle Stresses for Steel Stent Geometries 

Stent 

Geometry 

Maximum Principle 

Stress (MPa) 

Minimum Principle 

Stress (MPa) 

Stress Amplitude 

(MPa) 

A 1.124 e3 -4.121 e-3 562.0 

B 2.471 e2 8.789 e-3 123.5 

C 3.298 e2 2.237 e-1 164.8 

 

Clearly stent geometry A is seen to have the highest maximum stress amplitude leading 

to more chances of its failure before other stent geometries.  

For the sake of purpose, another material Nitinol was also analyzed in Abaqus  Why does 

it matter? Because biocaompatible material such as Nitinol with its unique material properties, 

exhibit low principle stresses during crimping, expansion and fatigue processes.. So the strain 

life theory suits more than stress. Same process is repeated for Maximum and Minimum 

Principle strains of the material Nitinol 
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Figure 38. Maximum and Minimum Strain for Stent Geometry A 

Unlike stresses on steel, strains on Nitinol can be seen distributed unevenly throughout the stent 

geometry A as shown in Figure 38. Crack initiations are hypothesized to occur at the sharp 

connections between the struts 
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Figure 39. Maximum and Minimum Strain for Stent Geometry B 

 

In the stent geometry B above, it can be seen that the strain are localized on the inside of the 

struts from where it is most likely to crack. 
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Figure 40. Maximum and Minimum Strain for Stent Geometry C 

 

Here in the case of geometry C, strains can be seen on the strut curvature from where cracks 

would most likely occur. 

Tabulating these values, 
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TABLE 5 

Table 5. Maximum and Minimum Principle Strain for Nitinol Stent Geometries 

Stent 

Geometry 

Maximum Principle 

Strain  

Minimum Principle 

Strain  

Strain Amplitude 

A 1.121 e-4 -1.578 e-6 5.70 e-5 

B 5.440 e-4 -7.574 e-7 2.72 e-4 

C 1.817 e-4 -5.048 e-7 9.10 e-5 

 

From the table above, it can be seen that stent geometry B having the maximum strain 

amplitude would likely fail faster compared to other stent geometries. Hence, it can be concluded 

that the stent geometries along with the material type does influence the fatigue life. If one 

material is chosen, different geometries could be compared to see which would extend the life of 

the stent. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

Summary 
 

In this research, a study was done to mimic real life conditions of blood flow inside 

human coronary artery disrupted by plaques by three-dimensional modeling along with stent 

model which was used to expand the artery to increase the diameter, hence allowing for 

increased blood flow. 316L stainless steel stent design was tested using Abaqus® finite element 

analysis software. The stents model was crimped and then expanded to add appropriate residual 

stresses.  A sinusoidal fatigue load, equivalent to blood pressure was applied to the stent.. The 

complete model geometry of artery and stent were analyzed to see if the stent failed due to 

fatigue using Fe- Sage in Abaqus. The maximum and minimum stresses and strains were also 

analyzed for the different geometries with two different material to see if there is any influence 

on the fatigue life of the stents. 

Conclusion 
 

 The objective of this paper was to perform fatigue analysis on stent geometry using finite 

element analysis. Due to the complexity of the problem and various convergence issues, the 

theoretical answers could not be met. The 3D modeling could have been more precise which 

could have led to realistic answers. With more expert help on the subject matter, the issued could 

have been solved. So, two materials with different stent geometries were analyzed for a simple 

preliminary static analysis. This showed that material properties do have a factor in determining 

fatigue life of the stent. The inability of this analysis to provide a realistic number on the fatigue 

life should not be a deterrent for future researchers. The model can be readily used for the 

comparisons and the subroutines used are of immense help for anyone to continue on this.  
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Future Research 
 

This study had complexions of unknown proportions while including three plaque layers 

in the artery and conducting fatigue analysis. More research time or any kind of expert help in 

solving the convergences in the model will allow the research to get more realistic answers. 

This research can be certainly expanded to include further in-vivo simulations.  The artery 

uhyper subroutine can be expanded to an vumat subroutine to model nonlinear materials. The 

fatigue analysis can then be performed using in-vivo loading conditions. 

 An analysis of restenosis could also be an appropriate future work.  The stent applies 

number of forces on the artery during deployment as well as during blood pressure cycling.  The 

forces in turn induce stresses along the arterial wall layers.  High stresses in the intimal layer can 

lead to shearing of arterial walls.  What happens after that is the smooth muscle cells accumulate 

around the tear in an attempt to heal, which then leads to lumen loss causing restenosis.  Finite 

element analysis can be definitely used to determine the onset of restenosis. From that analysis, 

lower artery stresses would show low restenosis rates while higher artery stresses would indicate 

of high restenosis rates. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

ABAQUS SUBROUTINE 
 

  
Appendix A provides the subroutines used for Abaqus 
 
 subroutine rsurfu(h,p,tgt,dnds,x,time,u,ciname,slname, 
     1                  msname,noel,node,lclose) 
 
c      include 'aba_param.inc' 
      implicit none 
 
      integer noel, node, lclose 
 
      CHARACTER*80 CINAME,SLNAME,MSNAME 
c      DIMENSION P(3), TGT(3,2),DNDS(3,2), X(3,2), TIME(2), U(6,2) 
      real(8) P(3), TGT(3,2),DNDS(3,2), X(3,2), TIME(2), U(6,2) 
 
      integer max_steps 
      parameter (max_steps=200) 
      integer lstep_type(max_steps) 
      real(8) start_R(max_steps), end_R(max_steps) 
      real(8) start_RR(max_steps), end_RR(max_steps) 
      common /k_torus_p1/start_RR 
      common /k_torus_p2/end_RR 
      common /k_torus_p3/start_R 
      common /k_torus_p4/end_R 
      common /k_lstep_type/lstep_type 
 
      real(8) radius_table(0:max_steps) 
      real(8) anorm(3), v(3), t(3) 
      integer lsurface_type, lcatheter, lballoon 
      parameter (lcatheter=-1, lballoon=1) 
      real(8) tol 
      parameter (tol=1d-3) 
       
 
      logical READ_RSURFU_DATA 
      data READ_RSURFU_DATA/.false./ 
 
      real(8) toroid(12,max_steps) 
      common /k_toroid/toroid 
 
      integer warning_issued 
      data warning_issued/5/ 
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      character(20) inputfile 
 
      integer node_1st_encounter 
      common /k_node_1st_encounter/node_1st_encounter 
c      data node_1st_encounter/-1000/ 
 
      integer total_slave_nodes 
      common /k_total_slave_nodes/total_slave_nodes 
c      data total_slave_nodes/0/ 
 
      logical loop_1st, print_total_nodes 
      common /k_loop_1st/loop_1st, print_total_nodes 
      data loop_1st, print_total_nodes/.true.,.false./ 
 
      real(8) r_min, r_max 
      common /k_r/r_min, r_max 
      data r_min, r_max/1d20, 0d0/ 
 
      real(8) step_time_last, total_time_last 
      common /k_step_time_last/step_time_last, total_time_last 
      data step_time_last, total_time_last/1.000000000001d0, 0d0/ 
 
      logical start_of_a_new_step 
      common /k_start_of_a_new_step/start_of_a_new_step 
      data start_of_a_new_step/.false./ 
 
      real(8) xa_at_begin(3), distance_to_axis 
     >, r0, r1, rb 
 
      integer kstep_num, last_step_num 
      common /k_kstep_num/kstep_num, last_step_num 
      data kstep_num, last_step_num/0, 0/ 
 
c     LICENSE CHECK and TOKEN CHECKOUT 
c --------------------------------------- 
 
      logical bypass 
 
      character(10) feature_name 
      data feature_name/'torusrsurf'/ 
 
      character(3) ver 
      character(80) MSG1 
      character(1) MSG2 
      data MSG2/''/ 
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      character(12) f2 
      data f2/'TORUS-RSURFU'/ 
      data ver/'6.6'/ 
      integer numto 
      integer istatus_flag 
      integer count 
      data count/1/ 
 
      integer m_expire, d_expire, y_expire 
      logical valid_usage 
 
      integer iflg_report, lstep_number 
      real(8) vdotanorm, rx, RR, RRb, beta, betab, h, theta, amag 
 
      integer i, j, l 
 
      real(8) old_RR 
      data old_RR/-1d0/ 
 
      integer old_lstep_number 
      data old_lstep_number/-1/ 
 
      integer specified_max_step 
      common /k_specified_max_step/specified_max_step 
 
      integer nmax  
      parameter (nmax=3000000) 
      real crdx(nmax), crdy(nmax), crdz(nmax) 
      common /k_crdx/crdx 
      common /k_crdy/crdy 
      common /k_crdz/crdz 
 
      logical warning_printed 
      data warning_printed/.false./ 
      common /k_warning_printed/warning_printed 
 
      logical print101 
      data print101/.false./ 
      common /k_print101/print101 
 
      integer*4 pid, getpid 
      character(3) cid 
      real(8) time_prv, r_min1, r_max1 
      data time_prv/0d0/ 
      common /k_time_prv/time_prv 
      integer kstep, k 
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      save 
 
      bypass = .false. 
 
c bypass based on a temporary license file info 
      m_expire = 0 
      d_expire = 0 
      y_expire = 0 
      call dc(m_expire, d_expire, y_expire) 
      if( valid_usage(m_expire, d_expire, y_expire) ) bypass = .true. 
 
      bypass = .true.  
      if( bypass ) go to 12345 
 
c going to check for licence 
c ------------------------------- 
 
      feature_name = 'torusrsurf' 
      numto = 1 
        
c check if this feature is already granted license token 
c istatus_flag = 0, not granted license yet 
c              = 1, already granted license 
      call eli_isFeatureLicensed(feature_name, numto, istatus_flag) 
 
c      write(6,*) ' called eli_isFeatureLicensed' 
c      write(6,*) ' feature, numto, istatus_flag ', 
c     > feature,numto,istatus_flag 
 
      if(istatus_flag .lt. numto) then 
c if not yet otained the license token, check out one 
        call eli_checkoutUserLicense(feature_name, ver, numto 
     > , istatus_flag) 
 
        if(istatus_flag .ne. 0)then 
c if licensing token not available, stop the analysis 
 
          write(MSG1,512) f2 
          call eli_cerrOutput(MSG2) 
          call eli_cerrOutput(MSG1) 
          call eli_cerrOutput(MSG2) 
 
          write(6, 1512) 
          write(7, 1512) 
1512  format(//' *** Usage Licensing ERROR:',/, 
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     > '     "TORUS-RSURFU" license Unavailable. Contact SIMULIA Central  
     >        Inc ') 
 
          write(6,'(a)') '', 
     >' *** ERROR: due to LICENSING token issue, '// 
     > ' analysis will be terminated ','' 
          write(7,'(a)') '', 
     >' *** ERROR: due to LICENSING token issue, '// 
     > ' analysis will be terminated ','' 
          call xit() 
 
        else 
c when the license is available, write out some messages too 
 
          write(MSG1,513) numto,f2 
          call eli_cerrOutput(MSG2) 
          call eli_cerrOutput(MSG1) 
          call eli_cerrOutput(MSG2) 
 
          write(6, 1513) numto 
          write(7, 1513) numto 
1513  format(/,'ABAQUS Message: checked out',i2, 
     >       ' token. "TORUS-RSURFU" License Found.',/, 
     > ' ==================================================',/) 
 
        endif 
      endif 
 
 512  format('ABAQUS ERROR: "',a12,'"license unavailable.Contact SIMULIA  
     >Central.') 
 
 513  format('ABAQUS message: checked out',i2, 
     >       ' token. "',a12, '" license found.') 
 
 
12345 continue 
c end of license 
 
 
c find current step number 
      do i = 1,1000 
        kstep_num = i 
        if( kstep_num+1d-24 .gt. time(2) ) go to 3400 
      end do 
 3400 continue 
c end finding step number 
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c initialize variables at the beginning of the step 
      if( time(1).lt.step_time_last-1d-24 )then 
 
        start_of_a_new_step = .true. 
        node_1st_encounter = -1000 
        total_slave_nodes = 0 
        loop_1st = .true. 
        print_total_nodes = .false. 
 
      end if 
      total_time_last = time(2) 
      step_time_last = time(1) 
      last_step_num = kstep_num 
 
      if( node.eq.node_1st_encounter ) loop_1st = .false. 
      if( node_1st_encounter.lt.0 ) node_1st_encounter = node 
 
c for the 1st iteration of a step 
      if( loop_1st )then 
        total_slave_nodes = total_slave_nodes + 1 
      end if 
 
 
      if( .not. loop_1st .and. .not. print_total_nodes )then 
 
        write(6,'(/a,i6)')  
     > 'Info: total slave nodes, step # ', total_slave_nodes, kstep_num 
        print_total_nodes = .true. 
 
      end if 
 
 
      lstep_number = -1 
      do i = max_steps+1,1,-1 
        if( time(2).le.i*1d0+1d-12 ) lstep_number = i 
      end do 
      if( lstep_number.ne.old_lstep_number )then 
        write(7,'(a,i4)') ' lstep_number -> ', lstep_number 
        old_lstep_number = lstep_number 
      end if 
 
c limit warning issuing number to 3 
      if( lstep_number.gt.specified_max_step  
     >  .and. warning_issued.gt.2 )then 
        do i = 6,7 
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        write(i,'(a)') 'Warning: '// 
     > ' not enough steps in which torus parameters are defined' 
     >,'  in file "torus-rsurfu.input" ' 
        write(i,'(a,i3)') '  Last step with parameters defined is ' 
     >, specified_max_step 
        end do 
c        call xit() 
        warning_issued = warning_issued-1 
      end if 
 
      lsurface_type = lstep_type(lstep_number) 
 
      r0 = start_R(lstep_number) 
      r1 =   end_R(lstep_number) 
 
c data check 
      if( r0.lt.1d-8 .and. lstep_number.eq.1 )then 
        do i = 6,7 
          write(i,'(a)') '','*****************','' 
     >,' ERR: small radius can NOT be Zero in step 1 ','' 
          write(i,'(a, 1pe10.3)')   ' small radius: ', r0 
        end do 
        call xit() 
      end if 
 
c      if( .not. print101 )then 
c        pid = getpid() 
c        write(6,*) ' process ID: ', pid 
c        write(202,*) ' process ID: ', pid 
c        print101 = .true. 
c        write(7,'(a)') 'Info: r0, r0, time(1), time(2) ' 
c        write(7,'(1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe15.8, 2h, ,1pe12.5,2h, ,1pe12.5)') 
c     > r0, r0, time(1), time(2) 
c        write(101,'(1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe15.8, 2h, ,1pe12.5,2h, ,1pe12.5)') 
c     > r0, r0, time(1), time(2) 
c      end if 
 
c smart detect small radius for steps larger than 1 
      if( r0.lt.1d-8 )then 
 
        kstep = lstep_number 
        r_min =  1e+8 
        r_max = -1e+8 
        cid = '102' 
c         do 3405 k = 0,999 
c           write(cid,'(i3.3)') k 
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          open(unit=102, file='tmp.'//cid, err=3405, status='old') 
          do i = 1,100000 
          read(102,*,end=3425,err=3405) r_min1, r_max1 
          end do 
          close(102) 
 3425     continue 
          write(202,*)  
     > 'Info: RSURFU, r_min1, r_max1, from tmp.'//cid//' and kstep' 
          write(202,*) r_min1, r_max1, kstep 
          r_min = min(r_min, r_min1) 
          r_max = max(r_max, r_max1) 
 3405   continue 
        write(202,*)  
     >'Info: RSURFU, ***r_min, r_max from all tmp files, kstep' 
        write(202,*) r_min, r_max, kstep 
c        call flush(202) 
 
c         pid = getpid() 
c         i = pid - pid/1000*1000 
c         write(cid,'(i3.3)') i 
c         open(unit=101, file='tmp.'//cid, position='APPEND') 
c c              r_min =  1e20 
c c              r_max = -1e20 
c c              RRb = start_RR(lstep_number) 
c c              do i = 1,nmax 
c c                if( abs( crdx(i)+crdy(i)+crdz(i) ).gt.1e-8 )then 
c c                  betab = datan2( crdx(i)*1d0, (RRb-crdy(i)) ) 
c c                  xa_at_begin(1) = crdx(i) 
c c                  xa_at_begin(2) = crdy(i) 
c c                  xa_at_begin(3) = crdz(i) 
c c                  distance_to_axis = (xa_at_begin(1)-RRb*dsin(betab))**2 
c c     >                     + ( xa_at_begin(2)-(RRb-RRb*dcos(betab)) )**2 
c c     >                     + ( xa_at_begin(3) )**2  
c c                  distance_to_axis = dsqrt(distance_to_axis) 
c c                  r_min = min(r_min, distance_to_axis) 
c c                  r_max = max(r_max, distance_to_axis) 
c c                end if 
c c              end do 
c c        write(6,*) 'Info: RSURFU, time(1), time(2) ', time(1), time(2) 
c c        write(6,*) 'Info: RSURFU, new r_min, r_max ', r_min, r_max 
c c 
c c        write(7,'(a)') 'Info:, r0, time(1), time(2) ' 
c c        write(7,'(1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe12.5,2h, ,1pe12.5)') 
c c     > r_min, r_max, time(1), time(2) 
c         write(101,'(1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe12.5,2h, ,1pe12.5)') 
c      > r_min, r_max, time(1), time(2) 
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c         call flush(101) 
c         close(101) 
      end if 
 
      if( r0.lt.1d-8 .and. r1.lt.1d-8 )then 
 
        if( lsurface_type.eq.lballoon )then 
             r0 = r_min 
        else 
             r0 = r_max 
        end if 
        r1 = r0 
        start_R(lstep_number) = r0 
          end_R(lstep_number) = r1 
        write(6,*) 'Info: RSURFU, modified r0, r1 ', r0, r1 
        write(7,*) 'Info: RSURFU, modified r0, r1 ', r0, r1 
 
      else if( r0.lt.1d-8 .and. r1.ge.1d-8 )then 
 
        if( lsurface_type.eq.lballoon )then 
             r0 = r_min 
        else 
             r0 = r_max 
        end if 
        start_R(lstep_number) = r0 
        write(6,*) 'Info: RSURFU, modified r0 ', r0 
        write(7,*) 'Info: RSURFU, modified r0 ', r0 
 
      else if( r0.gt.1d-8 .and. r1.lt.1d-8 )then 
 
        r1 = r0 
        end_R(lstep_number) = r1 
        write(6,*) 'Info: RSURFU, modified r1 ', r1 
        write(7,*) 'Info: RSURFU, modified r1 ', r1 
 
      end if 
c end of smart radius detection 
 
      rb = r0 + time(1)*(r1-r0) 
 
      RR = (1d0-time(1))/start_RR(lstep_number) +  
     >  time(1)/end_RR(lstep_number) 
 
      RR = 1.d0/RR 
 
      beta = datan2( x(1,1)*1d0, (RR-x(2,1)) ) 
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      anorm(1) = x(1,1)-RR*dsin(beta) 
      anorm(2) = x(2,1)-(RR-RR*dcos(beta)) 
      anorm(3) = x(3,1) 
 
      rx = dsqrt(anorm(1)**2+anorm(2)**2+anorm(3)**2) 
 
      if(rx.lt.1e-9) then 
         anorm(1)=0.d0 
         anorm(2)=1.d0 
         anorm(3)=0.d0 
         rx=rb 
      endif 
 
      h = lsurface_type * (rb - rx) 
 
      if( dabs(rx).lt.1e-12 )then 
        write(6,*) ' Error: zero-division, rx -> ', rx 
        write(7,*) ' Error: zero-division, rx -> ', rx 
        call xit() 
      end if 
 
      p(1) = rb/rx*anorm(1) + RR*dsin(beta) 
      p(2) = rb/rx*anorm(2) + (RR-RR*dcos(beta)) 
      p(3) = rb*anorm(3)/rx 
 
      v(1) = -dsin(beta) 
      v(2) = dcos(beta) 
      v(3) = 0.d0 
 
      vdotanorm = anorm(1)*v(1)+anorm(2)*v(2) 
      theta = datan2(anorm(3),vdotanorm) 
 
      t(1)=dcos(beta) 
      t(2)=dsin(beta) 
      t(3)=0.d0 
      amag = dsqrt( t(1)**2+t(2)**2+t(3)**2 ) 
 
      if( dabs(amag).lt.1e-12 )then 
        write(6,*) ' Error: zero-division 1, amag -> ', amag 
        write(7,*) ' Error: zero-division 1, amag -> ', amag 
        call xit() 
      end if 
 
      tgt(1,1) = t(1)/amag 
      tgt(2,1) = t(2)/amag 
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      tgt(3,1) = t(3)/amag 
 
      t(1)=-lsurface_type*(dsin(beta)*dsin(theta)) 
      t(2)=-lsurface_type*(-dcos(beta)*dsin(theta)) 
      t(3)=-lsurface_type*dcos(theta) 
      amag = dsqrt( t(1)**2+t(2)**2+t(3)**2 ) 
 
      if( dabs(amag).lt.1e-12 )then 
        write(6,*) ' Error: zero-division 2, amag -> ', amag 
        write(7,*) ' Error: zero-division 2, amag -> ', amag 
        call xit() 
      end if 
 
      tgt(1,2) = t(1)/amag 
      tgt(2,2) = t(2)/amag 
      tgt(3,2) = t(3)/amag 
 
      if( dabs(RR-rb*dcos(theta)).lt.1e-12 )then 
        write(6,*)  
     > ' Error: zero-division 3, RR-rb*dcos(theta)->',RR-rb*dcos(theta) 
        write(7,*)  
     > ' Error: zero-division 3, RR-rb*dcos(theta)->',RR-rb*dcos(theta) 
        call xit() 
      end if 
 
      dnds(1,1) = 
     > -lsurface_type*dcos(beta)*dcos(theta)/(RR-rb*dcos(theta)) 
      dnds(2,1) = 
     > -lsurface_type*dsin(beta)*dcos(theta)/(RR-rb*dcos(theta)) 
      dnds(3,1) = 0.d0 
 
      if( dabs(rb).lt.1e-12 )then 
        write(6,*)  
     > ' Error: zero-division 4, rb -> ', rb 
        write(7,*)  
     > ' Error: zero-division 4, rb -> ', rb 
        call xit() 
      end if 
 
      dnds(1,2) =lsurface_type*dsin(beta)*dsin(theta)/rb 
      dnds(2,2) =-lsurface_type*dcos(beta)*dsin(theta)/rb 
      dnds(3,2) =lsurface_type*dcos(theta)/rb 
 
c save currect coordinates for smart radius detection use 
      if( node.le.nmax )then 
              crdx(node) = x(1,1) 
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              crdy(node) = x(2,1) 
              crdz(node) = x(3,1) 
      else 
        if( .not. warning_printed )then 
          warning_printed = .true. 
          write(6,'(/a,i8)') 
     > 'Warning: internal node number larger than ',nmax 
          write(6,'(a)')  
     > ' Auto small begining radius detection may not work properly' 
     >,'Please directly specify small beginning radius for each step' 
          write(7,'(/a,i8)') 
     > 'Warning: internal node number larger than ',nmax 
          write(7,'(a)')  
     >'  Auto small radius detection may not work properly' 
     >,' Please directly specify small beginning radius for each step' 
        end if 
      end if 
 
      if( dabs(time(1)-1d0).gt.1d-8 ) return 
 
c calculate small radius info for the next step, if needed 
      r0 = start_R(lstep_number+1) 
      r1 =   end_R(lstep_number+1) 
      if( r0.lt.1d-8 )then 
 
c c        pid = getpid() 
c c        i = pid - pid/1000*1000 
c         i = mod( int(1000*rand()), 1000) 
c         write(cid,'(i3.3)') i 
        if( dabs(time(1)-time_prv).gt.1d-14 )then 
          r_min = 1d20 
          r_max = -1d20 
          time_prv = time(1) 
        else 
          cid='102' 
          open(unit=102, file='tmp.'//cid, err=7802) 
          do i = 1,100000 
                read(102,*,end=7802, err=7802) r_min, r_max 
          end do 
          close(102) 
 7802     continue 
        end if 
        RRb = end_RR(lstep_number) 
        betab = datan2( x(1,1)*1d0, (RRb-x(2,1)) ) 
        xa_at_begin(1) = x(1,1) 
        xa_at_begin(2) = x(2,1) 
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        xa_at_begin(3) = x(3,1) 
        distance_to_axis = (xa_at_begin(1)-RRb*dsin(betab))**2 
     >         + ( xa_at_begin(2)-(RRb-RRb*dcos(betab)) )**2 
     >         + ( xa_at_begin(3) )**2  
        distance_to_axis = dsqrt(distance_to_axis) 
        r_min = min(r_min, distance_to_axis) 
        r_max = max(r_max, distance_to_axis) 
        cid='102' 
        open(unit=102,file='tmp.'//cid, err=7812) 
        rewind(102) 
        write(102,*) r_min, r_max, node 
c        call flush(102) 
        close(102) 
 7812   continue 
 
      end if 
 
      return 
      end 
 
 
c ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
      subroutine k_read_torus_parameters(specified_max_step, toroid 
     >, max_steps) 
 
      implicit none 
      character(131) line 
      character(8) cflag 
      real(8) r1st, r2st, r1end, r2end 
      integer max_steps 
      real(8) toroid(12,1) 
c toroid(1, -- R_start,  toroid(2, -- r_start 
c toroid(3, -- R_end,  toroid(4, -- r_end 
c toroid(5, -- +1. == balloon,  -1. == catheter 
c toroid(6, 7, 8 -- x0,y0,z0 of big donut at begin of step 
c toroid(9, 10, 11 -- x0,y0,z0 of big donut at end of step 
c toroid(12, --> 3.== donut parallel to x-y plane, 1==to y-z, 2==z-x 
 
      integer stepN, specified_max_step 
      integer i, j, k, l 
      logical k_blankline 
 
      character(1) cr 
      integer ipcr 
 
c start of executable statements 
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c      open(unit=115,file='torus-rsurf.input',status='OLD',err=1421) 
c      go to 1430 
c 
c 1421 write(6,'(/a/)') ' ERROR: Rigid surface input file: '// 
c     > 'torus-rsurfu.input, does not exist in the working directory' 
c      call xit() 
c 
c 1430 continue 
 
      specified_max_step = -100 
      cr = char(13) 
      do 230 i = 1, 10000 
        read(115,'(a)',err=1522,end=240) line 
 
c        write(6,'(a)') line 
 
        if( line(1:2).eq.'**' .or. k_blankline(line) ) go to 230 
 
        r2st = 0. 
c        write(6,'(a)') line 
        ipcr =  index(line,cr) 
        if( ipcr.gt.0 .and. ipcr.lt.131)then 
          line(ipcr:ipcr) = '/' 
        else 
          line(131:131) = '/' 
        end if 
        read(line,*,err=1532) stepN, r1st, r2st, r1end, r2end, cflag 
c        write(6,*) stepN, r1st, r2st, r1end, r2end, cflag 
 
        if( stepN.gt.max_steps ) stepN = max_steps 
        if( specified_max_step.lt.stepN ) specified_max_step = stepN 
 
        if( toroid(1,stepN).gt.-10. )then 
          do l = 6,7 
            write(l,'(a,i3,a)')  
     >' ERROR: toroid parameters for step = ',stepN 
     >,' are already specified in file "torus-rsurfu.input".' 
            write(l,'(i4,4(1pe10.3,2h, ))')  
     > stepN, (toroid(j,stepN),j=1,4) 
            write(l,'(a)') ' analysis will abort ' 
          end do 
          call xit() 
        end if 
        
        toroid(1,stepN) = r1st 
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        toroid(2,stepN) = r2st 
        toroid(3,stepN) = r1end 
        toroid(4,stepN) = r2end 
 
c assume in this version of rsurfu 
 
c xc,yc,zc at beginning of step 
        toroid(6,stepN) = 0. 
        toroid(7,stepN) = -r1st 
        toroid(8,stepN) = 0. 
c xc,yc,zc at end of step 
        toroid( 9,stepN) = 0. 
        toroid(10,stepN) = -r1end 
        toroid(11,stepN) = 0. 
        toroid(12,stepN) = 3d0 
c end assumption 
 
        if( cflag(1:1).eq.'b'.or.cflag(1:1).eq.'B' )then 
          toroid(5,stepN) =  1. 
 
        else if( cflag(1:1).eq.'c'.or.cflag(1:1).eq.'C' )then 
          toroid(5,stepN) = -1. 
 
        else 
          write(6,'(/a/)')  
     > ' ERROR: Unexpected Catheter/Balloon flag --> '//cflag 
          write(7,'(/a/)')  
     > ' ERROR: Unexpected Catheter/Balloon flag --> '//cflag 
        call xit() 
 
        end if 
  230 continue 
 
 1522 continue 
      write(6,'(/a)')  
     >' ERROR: Trouble reading line from file: "torus-rsurf.input"' 
     >, line 
      write(7,'(/a)')  
     >' ERROR: Trouble reading line from file: "torus-rsurf.input"' 
     >, line 
      call xit() 
 
 1532 continue 
      write(6,'(/a)') 
     >' ERROR: Line from file "torus-rsurf.input" is uninterpretable' 
     >, line 
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      write(7,'(/a)') 
     >' ERROR: Line from file "torus-rsurf.input" is uninterpretable' 
     >, line 
      call xit() 
 
  240 continue 
c  240 close(unit=115) 
 
      if( toroid(1,1).lt.-10 )then 
        do i = 6,7 
          write(i,'(a)')  
     >'ERROR: missing 1st step toroidal parameter specification' 
     >,  ' in file "torus-rsurfu.input" ' 
           end do 
        call xit() 
          end if 
 
      do i = 1,specified_max_step  
        if( toroid(1,i).lt.-10. )then 
c for a step in which parameters not specified 
c define it based on previous step 
          toroid(1,i) = toroid(3,i-1) 
          toroid(2,i) = toroid(4,i-1) 
          do j = 3, 12 
            toroid(j,i) = toroid(j,i-1) 
         end do 
        end if 
      end do 
 
      return 
      end 
 
      function k_blankline(line) 
      implicit none 
      character(131) line 
      logical k_blankline 
      integer i 
 
      k_blankline = .true. 
      do i = 131,1,-1 
        if( ichar(line(i:i)).gt.32 )then 
          k_blankline = .false. 
          return 
        end if 
      end do 
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      return 
      end 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE DISP(U,KSTEP,KINC,TIME,NODE,NOEL,JDOF,COORDS) 
 
c      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
      implicit none 
 
c      DIMENSION U(3), TIME(2), COORDS(3) 
      real(8) U(3), TIME(2), COORDS(3) 
      integer kstep, kinc, node, noel, jdof 
 
      integer max_steps 
      parameter (max_steps=200) 
      real(8) start_RR(200), end_RR(200), start_R(200), end_R(200) 
      integer lstep_type(200) 
      common /k_torus_p1/start_RR 
      common /k_torus_p2/end_RR 
      common /k_torus_p3/start_R 
      common /k_torus_p4/end_R 
      common /k_lstep_type/lstep_type 
 
      integer max_visual_nodes 
      parameter ( max_visual_nodes=100000) 
 
      integer nn  
      data nn/0/ 
      common /k_nn/nn 
 
      integer nodal_ids(max_visual_nodes) 
      data nodal_ids/max_visual_nodes*0/ 
      common /k_nodal_ids/nodal_ids 
 
      integer nodal_ids2(2,max_visual_nodes) 
      data nodal_ids2/max_visual_nodes*0,max_visual_nodes*0/ 
      common /k_nodal_ids2/nodal_ids2 
 
      real(8) vc(3,max_visual_nodes) 
      common /k_vc/vc 
      integer node_offset(max_visual_nodes) 
      common /k_node_offset/node_offset 
 
      integer i, ip, j, k, l 
      real(8) rb0, rb, RR0, RR, x0, y0, z0, beta0, beta, theta0, theta 
     >, curve_length, r0_projected 
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      character(256) outdir, msg 
      character(1) sep 
      integer lenoutdir 
 
      integer node_1st, node_prv 
      data node_prv/-1/ 
      common /k_node_1st/node_1st, node_prv 
 
c 1/29/07 
c 6/4/07      integer iflg_open_at_bot 
c 6/4/07      data iflg_open_at_bot/1/ 
c 6/4/07      common /k_open_at_bot/iflg_open_at_bot 
 
      integer node_pos 
 
c 1/29/07 
      real(8) beta_min, beta_max, s_min, s_max 
      data beta_min, beta_max/-3.1415926d0, +3.1415926d0/ 
      common /k_beta_range/beta_min, beta_max, s_min, s_max 
      logical flg_get_geomerty_from_file 
      data flg_get_geomerty_from_file/.false./ 
      common /k_flg_get_geomerty_from_file/flg_get_geomerty_from_file 
      character(132) line 
 
      character(80) partname 
      integer node_local, jcrd 
 
      real(8) dummy_coord(3,100000) 
      common /k_dummy_coord/dummy_coord 
 
      real(8) r0, r1, r_min, r_max, RRb, betab 
     >, xa_at_begin(3), distance_to_axis 
     >, t1, t2, r_min1, r_max1 
 
      character(3) cid 
 
c      save 
 
c      call getpartinfo(node, 0, partname, node_local, jcrd) 
c      write(6,*)'node,node_local',node,node_local 
       do i=1,10000 
          if(node_offset(i).eq.node) then 
             node_local = i 
             goto 6999 
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          end if  
       end do  
        
 6999 continue 
c       node_local = node-1 
c       node_local = node_offset(node)  
 
c find out current RR and rb 
      if( time(1).gt.1d0+1d-20 )then 
        do i = 6,7 
        write(i,'(/a)') 'ERROR: step time should not be larger than 1 ' 
        write(i,*) ' Current Step Time -> ', time(1) 
        end do 
        call xit() 
      end if 
 
 
3520  continue 
 
c current small radius 
      r0 = start_R(kstep) 
      r1 = end_R(kstep)  
      if( r0.lt.1e-8 .and. r1.lt.1e-8 .and. kstep.eq.1 )then 
        write(6,*) 'ERR: start and end tube radius too small ' 
        write(6,'(1pe10.3,3x,1pe10.3)') r0, r1 
        write(7,*) 'ERR: start and end tube radius too small ' 
        write(7,'(1pe10.3,3x,1pe10.3)') r0, r1 
        call xit() 
      end if 
 
      if( r0.lt.1e-8 )then 
        r_min =  1e+8 
        r_max = -1e+8 
c         do 3405 k = 0,999 
c           write(cid,'(i3.3)') k 
          cid = '102' 
          open(unit=102, file='tmp.'//cid, err=3405, status='old') 
          do i = 1,100000 
          read(102,*,end=3425,err=3405) r_min1, r_max1 
          end do 
 3425     close(102) 
          write(201,*)  
     > 'Info: DISP, r_min1, r_max1, from tmp.'//cid//' and kstep' 
          write(201,*) r_min1, r_max1, kstep 
          r_min = min(r_min, r_min1) 
          r_max = max(r_max, r_max1) 
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 3405   continue 
        write(201,*)  
     >'Info: DISP, r_min, r_max from all tmp files, kstep' 
        write(201,*) r_min, r_max, kstep 
 
        if( lstep_type(kstep).eq.1 )then 
          if( r_min.lt.1d+7 ) r0 = r_min 
        else 
          if( r_max.gt.0d0  ) r0 = r_max 
        end if 
        start_R(kstep) = r0 
        if( r0.ge.1e-8 ) write(6,'(/a,i3,a,1pe12.5)')  
     > 'Info: DISP, step = ',kstep, ' r0 modified as ', r0 
        if( r0.ge.1e-8 ) write(7,'(/a,i3,a,1pe12.5)')  
     > 'Info: DISP, step = ',kstep, ' r0 modified as ', r0 
      end if 
 
c      if( r0.ge.1e-8 .and. r1.lt.1e-8 .and. kstep.eq.1 )then 
      if( r0.ge.1e-8 .and. r1.lt.1e-8 )then 
              r1 = r0 
              end_R(kstep) = r1 
              write(6,*) ' in disp, r1 modified ', r1 
              write(7,*) ' in disp, r1 modified ', r1 
      end if 
 
 
c      rb = start_R(kstep) + time(1)*( end_R(kstep)-start_R(kstep) ) 
      rb = r0 + time(1)*(r1-r0) 
c      if( rb.lt.0.01 ) rb = 0.01 
 
 
c current large radius 
c      RR = 1d0/start_RR(kstep) 
c     > + time(1)*( 1d0/end_RR(kstep)-1d0/start_RR(kstep) ) 
 
      RR = (1d0-time(1))/start_RR(kstep) + time(1)/end_RR(kstep) 
      RR = 1.d0/RR 
 
c find initial coordinates 
      x0 = dummy_coord(1,node_local) 
      y0 = dummy_coord(2,node_local) 
      z0 = dummy_coord(3,node_local) 
 
 
c calculate relative position between point and torus at beginning 
      RR0 = start_RR(1) 
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      beta0 = datan2( x0, RR0-y0 )  
 
c 1/29/07 
c 10/24/06 
c 6/4/07      if( RR0.gt.1e3 .and. iflg_open_at_bot.eq.1 ) iflg_open_at_bot = 0 
 
c 6/4/07      if( beta0 .lt. 0d0 .and. iflg_open_at_bot.eq.1 )  
c 6/4/07     >  beta0 = beta0 + 6.283185307d0 
 
      curve_length = RR0*beta0 
 
 
c 1/29/07 
      if( flg_get_geomerty_from_file .and. s_min.lt.s_max)then 
        if( beta0.le.0d0 .and. curve_length.lt.(s_min-1d-4) )then 
          beta0 = beta0 + 6.283185307d0 
          curve_length = RR0*beta0 
        end if 
        if( beta0.gt.0d0 .and. curve_length.gt.(s_max+1d-4) )then 
          beta0 = beta0 - 6.283185307d0 
          curve_length = RR0*beta0 
        end if 
      end if 
c 1/29/07 
 
 
c 10/16/06 consider whether beta0 is close to 90 degrees 
      if( dabs( dcos(beta0) ).gt.0.1 )then 
        r0_projected = ( y0 - RR0*2d0*dsin(beta0/2d0)**2 )/dcos(beta0) 
      else 
        r0_projected = RR0 - x0/dsin(beta0) 
      end if 
      theta = datan2( z0, r0_projected ) 
 
 
c after torus bending, curve_length, and theta DO NOT change 
      beta = curve_length/RR 
 
      if( jdof.eq.1 )then 
        u(1) = ( RR-rb*dcos(theta) )*dsin(beta) - x0 
      else if( jdof.eq.2 )then 
c        u(1) = RR - ( RR-rb*dcos(theta) )*dcos(beta) - y0 
        u(1) = RR*(1d0-dcos(beta)) + rb*dcos(theta)*dcos(beta) - y0 
      else if( jdof.eq.3 )then 
        u(1) = rb*dsin(theta) - z0 
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      else 
        u(1) = 0d0 
      end if 
 
      RETURN 
      END 
 
 
      subroutine dc(mm,dd,yy) 
      implicit none 
 
      integer mm, dd, yy, i 
      character(80) line 
 
      character(256) outdir 
      character(1) sep 
      integer lenoutdir 
 
      CALL getoutdir( outdir, lenoutdir ) 
      if( index(outdir(1:lenoutdir),'/').gt.0 )then 
            sep = '/' 
      else if(  index(outdir(1:lenoutdir),'\').gt.0 )then 
            sep = '\' 
      end if 
 
      mm = 0 
      dd = 0 
      yy = 0 
      open(unit=125, file=outdir(1:lenoutdir)//sep// 
     > 'usage_exp.date', type='old', err=230) 
 
      do i = 1,100 
      read(125,'(a)',err=230,end=230) line 
      if( line(1:2) .eq. '**' ) go to 130 
 
      mm = (ichar(line(6:6))-64)/2 
      if( mm.gt.12 ) mm = 12 
      if( mm.lt.1 ) mm = 1 
 
      dd = (ichar(line(27:27))-64)*2-1 
      if( dd.gt.31 ) dd = 31 
      if( dd.lt.1 ) dd = 1 
 
      yy = (ichar(line(47:47))-64) 
      if( yy.lt.0 ) yy = 0 
      if( yy.gt.10 ) yy = 10 
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      close(unit=125) 
      return 
 
 130  continue 
      end do 
 
 230  return 
      end 
 
 
      function valid_usage(m_expire, d_expire, y_expire) 
      implicit none 
 
      logical valid_usage 
      integer m_expire,d_expire,y_expire 
 
c      character(8) d,date 
 
      character(2) c_month, c_day, c_year 
      integer i_month, i_day, i_year, current_date, expire_date 
 
      integer values(8) 
      character(8) d, t*10, z*5 
 
      call date_and_time(d, t, z, values) 
 
      c_year = d(3:4) 
      c_month = d(5:6) 
      c_day = d(7:8) 
 
      read(c_month,'(i2)') i_month 
      read(c_day,'(i2)') i_day 
      read(c_year,'(i2)') i_year 
 
      current_date = 10000*i_year  + 100*i_month  + i_day 
      expire_date = 10000*y_expire + 100*m_expire + d_expire 
 
      valid_usage = .true. 
      if( current_date.gt.expire_date ) valid_usage = .false.  
 
      return 
      end 
 
      subroutine uexternaldb(lop,lrestart,time,dtime,kstep,kinc) 
      implicit none 
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c      include 'aba_param.inc' 
 
      integer lop, lrestart, kstep, kinc 
      real(8) time(2), dtime 
 
      real(8) zero 
      parameter(zero=0d0) 
      integer lsurface_type, lcatheter, lballoon 
      parameter (lcatheter=-1, lballoon=1) 
 
      integer max_steps 
      parameter (max_steps=200) 
      character(255) outdir, inputfile, msg 
      integer msteps, specified_max_step 
      common /k_specified_max_step/specified_max_step 
      character(1) sep 
      character(8) cflag 
      integer lenoutdir 
      logical READ_RSURFU_DATA 
      data READ_RSURFU_DATA/.false./ 
      common /k_read_rsurfu_data/read_rsurfu_data 
 
      real(8) toroid(12,max_steps) 
c toroid(1, -- R_start,  toroid(2, -- r_start 
c toroid(3, -- R_end,  toroid(4, -- r_end 
c toroid(5, -- +1. == balloon,  -1. == catheter 
c toroid(6, 7, 8 -- x0,y0,z0 of big donut at begin of step 
c toroid(9, 10, 11 -- x0,y0,z0 of big donut at end of step 
c toroid(12, --> 3.== donut parallel to x-y plane, 1==to y-z, 2==z-x 
 
      integer i, j, l, k 
 
      data (toroid(1,j),j=1,max_steps,1)/max_steps*-1e6/ 
      common /k_toroid/toroid 
 
      integer lstep_type(max_steps) 
      real(8) start_R(max_steps), end_R(max_steps) 
      real(8) start_RR(max_steps), end_RR(max_steps) 
      common /k_torus_p1/start_RR 
      common /k_torus_p2/end_RR 
      common /k_torus_p3/start_R 
      common /k_torus_p4/end_R 
      common /k_lstep_type/lstep_type 
 
      character(255) jobname*80, artfile 
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      integer ljobname 
 
      integer nodal_ids(100000) 
      common /k_nodal_ids/nodal_ids 
      integer node_offset(100000) 
      common /k_node_offset/node_offset  
 
      real(8) vc(3, 100000) 
      common /k_vc/vc 
 
      integer nn,offset,noffset  
      common /k_nn/nn 
 
      real(8) x0, y0, z0 
 
      logical print_visual_nodes 
      common /k_print_visual_nodes/print_visual_nodes 
 
      real(8) beta_min, beta_max, s_min, s_max 
      common /k_beta_range/beta_min, beta_max, s_min, s_max 
 
      logical flg_get_geomerty_from_file 
      common /k_flg_get_geomerty_from_file/flg_get_geomerty_from_file 
 
      real(8) dummy_coord(3,100000) 
      common /k_dummy_coord/dummy_coord 
 
      real(8) x, y, z 
      integer node 
 
      character(132) line 
 
      integer nmax, nmax3 
      parameter (nmax=3000000) 
      real crdx(nmax), crdy(nmax), crdz(nmax) 
      common /k_crdx/crdx 
      common /k_crdy/crdy 
      common /k_crdz/crdz 
 
      real(8) r_min, r_max, RRb, betab, xa_at_begin(3) 
     >, distance_to_axis, r0, r1 
     >, begin_step_time 
 
      character(1) cr 
      integer ipcr 
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c start of executable statements 
 
c ensure each step time duration is 1 
      if( lop.eq.1 .and. kinc.eq.1 )then 
        begin_step_time = time(2)-time(1) 
        if( dabs( begin_step_time-(kstep-1)*1d0 )>1d-4 )then 
          do i = 6,7 
            write(i,'(a)') '', 
     >'Warning: each STEP TIME duration should be 1 for RSURFU','' 
            write(i,'(a, 1pe14.7)')  
     >' Current step start time ', begin_step_time 
          end do 
        end if 
      end if 
c end check 
 
 
      if( lop.eq.0 .or. lop.eq.4 )then 
C During first visit: create 
 
        jobname = ' ' 
        ljobname = 0 
        call getjobname(jobname, ljobname) 
 
c  start of processing torus input file 'torus-rsurfu.input' 
c ----------------------------------------------------------- 
      If( .not. READ_RSURFU_DATA )Then 
 
        READ_RSURFU_DATA = .TRUE. 
        CALL getoutdir( outdir, lenoutdir ) 
        if( index(outdir(1:lenoutdir),'/').gt.0 )then 
          sep = '/' 
        else if(  index(outdir(1:lenoutdir),'\').gt.0 )then 
          sep = '\' 
        else 
          msg = 'ERR: Machine Directory Separator Can Not Be Determined' 
          write(6,'(a)') msg 
          write(7,'(a)') msg 
          call xit() 
        end if 
 
 
c starting reading a file for initial visual node coordinates 
c ----------------------------------------------------------- 
          cr = char(13) 
          open(unit=108, err=23200, file=outdir(1:lenoutdir) 
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     > //sep// 
     > jobname(1:ljobname)//'.art_ini_coord',status='old') 
          do i = 1,100000 
            read(108,'(a)',end=232) line 
            ipcr =  index(line,cr) 
            if( ipcr.gt.0 .and. ipcr.lt.131)then 
              line(ipcr:ipcr) = '/' 
            else 
              line(131:131) = '/' 
            end if 
            read(line,*) node, noffset, x, y, z 
cc            if( node.eq.1 )then 
cc              write(6,'(a)') node, noffset, x, y, z 
cc            end if   
            if( node.gt.100000 )then 
              write(6,'(a)') '', 
     > 'ERR: visual node number too large (>100000) ', '' 
              write(7,'(a)') '', 
     > 'ERR: visual node number too large (>100000) ', '' 
              call xit() 
            end if 
c            offset = noffset - (noffset - node) 
            node_offset(node) = noffset 
            dummy_coord(1,node) = x 
            dummy_coord(2,node) = y 
            dummy_coord(3,node) = z 
          end do 
  232     close(108) 
          go to 234 
 
23200     continue 
          cr = char(13) 
          open(unit=109, err=23300, file=outdir(1:lenoutdir) 
     > //sep//'rsurfu_visual.ini_coord',status='old') 
          do i = 1,100000 
            read(109,'(a)',end=233) line 
            ipcr =  index(line,cr) 
            if( ipcr.gt.0 .and. ipcr.lt.131)then 
              line(ipcr:ipcr) = '/' 
            else 
              line(131:131) = '/' 
            end if 
            read(line,*) node, noffset, x, y, z 
c            read(109,*, end=233) node, x, y, z 
            if( node.gt.100000 )then 
              write(6,'(a)') '', 
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     > 'ERR: visual node number too large (>100000) ', '' 
              write(7,'(a)') '', 
     > 'ERR: visual node number too large (>100000) ', '' 
              call xit() 
            end if 
c            offset = noffset - (noffset - node) 
            node_offset(node) = noffset 
            dummy_coord(1,node) = x 
            dummy_coord(2,node) = y 
            dummy_coord(3,node) = z 
          end do 
  233     close(109) 
          go to 234 
 
23300 write(6,'(a)') '', 
     > 'ERR: Unable to open visual node initial coordinates file ', 
     > jobname(1:ljobname)//'.art_ini_coord','' 
      write(7,'(a)') '', 
     > 'ERR: Unable to open visual node initial coordinates file ', 
     > jobname(1:ljobname)//'.art_ini_coord','' 
      call xit() 
 
234       continue 
c end reading 
 
c read another optional file 
c -------------------------- 
          s_min = +1e20 
          s_max = -1e20 
          open(unit=115, err=1330, file=outdir(1:lenoutdir) 
     >//sep//jobname(1:ljobname)//'.art_geometry', status='old') 
 
          cr = char(13) 
          do 1320 i = 1,10000 
          read(115,'(a)',end=1325) line 
          if( line(1:2).eq.'**' ) go to 1320 
          if( line(1:2).eq.'*' ) go to 1320 
          ipcr =  index(line,cr) 
          if( ipcr.gt.0 .and. ipcr.lt.131)then 
            line(ipcr:ipcr) = '/' 
          else 
            line(131:131) = '/' 
          end if 
          read(line,*, err=23150) s_min, s_max 
          write(6,'(/a,2(f12.5,f12.5,/))')  
     > 'Info: Dummy Visualization Curve Coordinate ', s_min, s_max 
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          if( s_min.lt.s_max ) flg_get_geomerty_from_file = .true. 
 
 1320     continue 
 1325     close(unit=115) 
          go to 2360 
 
 1330     continue 
 
          open(unit=105, err=2330, file=outdir(1:lenoutdir) 
     >//sep//'dummy_visual_rsurfu_geometry.txt',status='old') 
 
          cr = char(13) 
          do 2320 i = 1,10000 
          read(105,'(a)',end=2325) line 
          if( line(1:2).eq.'**' ) go to 2320 
          if( line(1:2).eq.'*' ) go to 2320 
          ipcr =  index(line,cr) 
          if( ipcr.gt.0 .and. ipcr.lt.131)then 
            line(ipcr:ipcr) = '/' 
          else 
            line(131:131) = '/' 
          end if 
          read(line,*, err=23150) s_min, s_max 
          write(6,'(/a,2(f12.5,f12.5,/))')  
     > 'Info: Dummy Visualization Curve Coordinate ', s_min, s_max 
          if( s_min.lt.s_max ) flg_get_geomerty_from_file = .true. 
 
 2320     continue 
 2325     close(unit=105) 
          go to 2360 
 
 2330     write(6,'(/a,/,a)') 
     > 'Info: Visualization Geometry Not Specified' 
     >,' If Visualization of RSURFU looks O.K., Ignore This Message'  
 
 2360     continue 
 
c -- end of reading dummy_visual_rsurfu_geometry.txt file 
c ------------ 
 
c start reading art_input 
c ----------------------- 
        artfile = 
     > outdir(1:lenoutdir)//sep//jobname(1:ljobname)//'.art_input' 
c        write(6,*) ' art file name ', artfile 
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        open(unit=115, status='old', err=230, file=artfile) 
        write(6,'(a)') '' 
     >, 'Info: following file is being used for ART parameters ' 
     >, ' -------------------------------------------------------' 
        write(6,'(a)') artfile, '' 
        go to 1430 
 
 230    continue 
        inputfile = 'torus-rsurfu.input' 
        open(unit=115, status='old', err=1421 
     >, file=outdir(1:lenoutdir)//sep//inputfile ) 
        go to 1430 
 
 1421   continue 
        do l = 6,7 
          write(l,*) 
          write(l,'(a)') 
     >' ERROR: unable to open rigid surface input file: ' 
     >, outdir(1:lenoutdir)//sep//inputfile 
     >, ' which may not exist in the current working directory:' 
     >,  outdir(1:lenoutdir) 
     >, ' this analysis will abort ' 
  
        end do 
      call xit() 
 
 1430 continue 
 
        msteps = max_steps 
        call k_read_torus_parameters(specified_max_step, toroid, msteps) 
        close( unit=115 ) 
 
        write(6,'(a)') ' ******************************** ' 
     >  , ' User Specified Step-Dependent Toroidal Surface Parameters ' 
     >  ,' ******************************** ','' 
 
        Write(6,'(a,/,a)') 
     >'  Step     R_start    r_start    R_end      r_end      Type', 
     >'-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------' 
 
        do i = 1,specified_max_step 
          if( toroid(5,i).gt.0. )then 
            cflag = 'Balloon' 
          else 
            cflag = 'Catheter' 
          end if  
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          write(6,520) i, (toroid(j,i),j=1,4), cflag 
          write(7,520) i, (toroid(j,i),j=1,4), cflag 
        end do 
  520   format(i4,5x,4(1pe10.3,1x),a) 
 
c make steps after "specified_max_step" to be the same 
c as the end of step "specified_max_step" 
        do i = specified_max_step+1, max_steps 
          toroid(1,i) = toroid(3,specified_max_step) 
          toroid(2,i) = toroid(4,specified_max_step) 
          do j = 3,12 
            toroid(j,i) = toroid(j,specified_max_step) 
          end do 
        end do 
 
c         do i = 1,specified_max_step 
        do i = 1,max_steps 
          start_RR(i) = min(toroid(1,i), 1d7) 
          end_RR(i) = min(toroid(3,i), 1d7) 
          start_R(i) = toroid(2,i) 
          end_R(i) = toroid(4,i) 
          if( toroid(5,i).gt.0. )then 
            lstep_type(i) = lballoon 
          else 
            lstep_type(i) = lcatheter 
          end if 
 
c 1/29/07 
          if( i.eq.1 .and. dabs(start_RR(1)).lt.1e-6 )then 
            write(6,'(/a, e10.3)' )  
     > 'ERR: start TORUS radius too small for step 1 -> ', 
     > start_RR(1) 
            write(7,'(/a, e10.3)' )  
     > 'ERR: start TORUS radius too small for step 1 -> ', 
     > start_RR(1) 
            call xit() 
          end if 
 
c 5/5/07 
          if( i.eq.1 .and. dabs(start_R(1)).lt.1e-6 )then 
            write(6,'(/a, e10.3)' )  
     > 'ERR: start TORUS tube radius too small for step 1 -> ', 
     > start_R(1) 
            write(7,'(/a, e10.3)' )  
     > 'ERR: start TORUS tube radius too small for step 1 -> ', 
     > start_R(1) 
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            call xit() 
          end if 
 
          if( i.gt.1 .and. dabs(start_RR(i)).lt.1e-8 .and. 
     > lstep_type(i).ne.lstep_type(i-1) )then 
            write(6,'(/a, e10.3)')  
     >'ERR: start TORUS radius too small -> ', start_RR(i) 
            write(7,'(/a, e10.3)')  
     >'ERR: start TORUS radius too small -> ', start_RR(i) 
            call xit() 
          end if 
 
          if( i.gt.1 .and. dabs(start_RR(i)).lt.1e-8 .and. 
     > lstep_type(i).eq.lstep_type(i-1) )then 
            start_RR(i) = end_RR(i-1) 
          end if 
c end 1/29/2007 
 
          ! 1/10/07 if end_RR or end_R <= 0, use the start value 
          if( end_RR(i).le.1d-24 ) end_RR(i) = start_RR(i) 
 
          if( end_R(i).le.1d-24 ) end_R(i) = start_R(i) 
          ! end of 1/10/07 
 
c c smart detect, when sart_R is 0 or less (blank) 
c           if( start_R(i).le.1e-12 )then 
c             if( toroid(5,i).gt.0 )then 
c               start_R(i) = 0.0  ! when balloon, assign initial small R 
c             else 
c               start_R(i) = 1e5  ! when catheter, assign initial large R 
c             end if 
c           end if 
c c end smart detect 
 
        end do 
 
      End If 
c ----------------------------------------------------------- 
c --- end of one time processing of torus file 
 
      end if 
 
      return 
 
23150 continue 
      write(6,'(a)') '' 
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     >, 'ERROR: reading a line in file: '// 
     >'dummy_visual_rsurfu_geometry.txt' 
     >, line 
      write(7,'(a)') '' 
     >, 'ERROR: reading a line in file: '// 
     >'dummy_visual_rsurfu_geometry.txt' 
     >, line 
 
      return 
      end 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE URDFIL(LSTOP,LOVRWRT,KSTEP,KINC,DTIME,TIME) 
c      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
      implicit none 
 
      integer lstop, lovrwrt, kstep, kinc, jrcd 
      real(8) dtime, time(2) 
 
      real(8) array(513) 
      integer jrray(2,513) 
 
c      DIMENSION ARRAY(513),JRRAY(NPRECD,513),TIME(2) 
      EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY(1),JRRAY(1,1)) 
 
      integer max_steps 
      parameter (max_steps=200) 
      integer lstep_type(max_steps) 
      real(8) start_R(max_steps), end_R(max_steps) 
      real(8) start_RR(max_steps), end_RR(max_steps) 
      common /k_torus_p1/start_RR 
      common /k_torus_p2/end_RR 
      common /k_torus_p3/start_R 
      common /k_torus_p4/end_R 
      common /k_lstep_type/lstep_type 
 
      integer nmax  
      parameter (nmax=3000000) 
      real crdx(nmax), crdy(nmax), crdz(nmax) 
      common /k_crdx/crdx 
      common /k_crdy/crdy 
      common /k_crdz/crdz 
 
      real(8) r_min, r_max, RRb, betab, xa_at_begin(3) 
     >, distance_to_axis, r0, r1 
     >, begin_step_time 
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      integer lstep_number, node, lsurface_type 
 
      real(8) x, y, z 
      integer k1, key 
      character(3) cid 
 
      open(unit=103, name='radius.info') 
      open(unit=104, name='coordinates.info') 
 
      lstep_number = kstep 
 
C FIND CURRENT INCREMENT. 
      CALL POSFIL(KSTEP,KINC,ARRAY,JRCD) 
 
c find current coordinates (key=107) 
      r_min =  1e20 
      r_max = -1e20 
 
      RRb = 1d0/( (1d0-time(1))/start_RR(lstep_number) +  
     >  time(1)/end_RR(lstep_number) ) 
 
      write(6,'(a,i4,3(2h, ,e12.5))')  
     > 'Info: URDFIL, kstep, time, RRb ', kstep, time(1), time(2), RRb 
      write(104,'(a,i4,3(2h, ,e12.5))')  
     > 'Info: URDFIL, kstep, time, RRb ', kstep, time(1), time(2), RRb 
 
      DO K1=1,10000000 
         CALL DBFILE(0,ARRAY,JRCD) 
         IF (JRCD.NE.0) GO TO 110 
c 
c record 101 contains u 
         key = jrray(1,2) 
         x = 0. 
         y = 0. 
         z = 0. 
         if (key .eq. 107) then 
            node = jrray(1,3+0) 
            x = array(3+1) 
            y = array(3+2) 
            z = array(3+3) 
 
c smart detect small radius for steps larger than 1 
            if( abs( crdx(node)+crdy(node)+crdz(node) ).gt.1e-8 )then 
                  write(104,'(i7,3(2h, ,1pe12.5))') node,x,y,z 
                  betab = datan2( x*1d0, (RRb-y) ) 
                  xa_at_begin(1) = x 
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                  xa_at_begin(2) = y 
                  xa_at_begin(3) = z 
                  distance_to_axis = (xa_at_begin(1)-RRb*dsin(betab))**2 
     >                     + ( xa_at_begin(2)-(RRb-RRb*dcos(betab)) )**2 
     >                     + ( xa_at_begin(3) )**2  
                  distance_to_axis = dsqrt(distance_to_axis) 
                  r_min = min(r_min, distance_to_axis) 
                  r_max = max(r_max, distance_to_axis) 
            end if 
         end if 
 
 
      END DO 
 110  CONTINUE 
 
        write(6,'(/a,i4,4(2h, ,1pe12.5))')  
     > 'Info: URDFIL, kstep, r_min, r_max, step_time, total_time ' 
     >, kstep, r_min, r_max, time(1), time(2) 
 
        write(7,'(a)') 'Info: URDFIL, r0, r0, time(1), time(2) ' 
        write(7,'(1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe12.5,2h, ,1pe12.5)') 
     > r_min, r_max, time(1), time(2) 
 
        write(103,'(1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe12.5,2h, ,1pe12.5)') 
     > r_min, r_max, time(1), time(2) 
 
 
c at end of step, do smart radius detection 
      IF( dabs(time(1)-1d0).lt.1e-8 )THEN 
 
              write(6,'(/a,i4)') 'Info: next step ',kstep+1 
              write(6,'(a,2(2h, ,1pe12.5))')  
     > ' start_R, end_R ', start_R(kstep+1), end_R(kstep+1) 
 
        cid='102' 
        open(unit=102,file='tmp.'//cid, err=7812) 
        rewind(102) 
        write(102,*) r_min, r_max 
c        call flush(102) 
        close(102) 
 7812   continue 
c        write(101,'(1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe15.8,2h, ,1pe12.5,2h, ,1pe12.5)') 
c     > r_min, r_max, time(1), time(2) 
 
        r0 = start_R(kstep+1) 
        r1 =   end_R(kstep+1) 
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        lsurface_type = lstep_type(kstep+1) 
 
        if( r0.lt.1d-8 .and. r1.lt.1d-8 )then 
   
          if( lsurface_type.eq.1 )then ! balloon 
               r0 = r_min 
          else 
               r0 = r_max 
          end if 
          r1 = r0 
          start_R(kstep+1) = r0 
            end_R(kstep+1) = r1 
          write(6,'(/a,i4,2(2h, ,1pe12.5))')  
     >'Info: URDFIL, step, modified r0, r1 ', kstep+1, r0, r1 
          write(7,'(/a,i4,2(2h, ,1pe12.5))')  
     >'Info: URDFIL, step, modified r0, r1 ', kstep+1, r0, r1 
   
        else if( r0.lt.1d-8 .and. r1.ge.1d-8 )then 
   
          if( lsurface_type.eq.1 )then 
               r0 = r_min 
          else 
               r0 = r_max 
          end if 
          start_R(kstep+1) = r0 
          write(6,'(/a,i4,2(2h, ,1pe12.5))')  
     >'Info: URDFIL, step, modified r0 ', kstep+1, r0 
          write(7,'(/a,i4,2(2h, ,1pe12.5))')  
     >'Info: URDFIL, step, modified r0 ', kstep+1, r0 
   
        else if( r0.gt.1d-8 .and. r1.lt.1d-8 )then 
   
          r1 = r0 
          end_R(kstep+1) = r1 
          write(6,'(/a,i4,2(2h, ,1pe12.5))')  
     >'Info: URDFIL, step, modified r1 ', kstep+1, r1 
          write(7,'(/a,i4,2(2h, ,1pe12.5))')  
     >'Info: URDFIL, step, modified r1 ', kstep+1, r1 
   
        end if 
 
      END IF 
c end of smart radius detection 
      LOVRWRT=1 
 
c      close(103) 
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c      close(104) 
 
      RETURN 
      END 
SUBROUTINE UHYPER(BI1,BI2,AJ,U,UI1,UI2,UI3,TEMP,NOEL,CMNAME, 

     $                  INCMPFLAG,NUMSTATEV,STATEV,NUMFIELDV, 
     $                  FIELDV,FIELDVINC,NUMPROPS,PROPS) 
C 
      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
      CHARACTER*80 CMNAME 
      DIMENSION UI1(3),UI2(6),UI3(6),STATEV(*),FIELDV(*), 
     $          FIELDVINC(*),PROPS(*) 
C 
      PARAMETER (ZERO=0.0D0,ONE=1.0D0, TWO=2.0D0, 

THREE=3.0D0,SIX=6.0D0) 
C 
      IF (CMNAME(1:6) .EQ. 'INTIMA') THEN 
        C10 = 84.23 
        C01 = 5.05 
        C11 = 765.06 
        C20 = 1500 
        C30 = 42.38 
  D1 = 0.008928 
        U=C10*(BI1-THREE)+C01*(BI2-THREE)+(C20*(BI1-THREE)**2)+C11* 
     $ (BI1-THREE)*(BI2-THREE)+(C30*(BI1-THREE)**3)+(((AJ-ONE)**2)/D1) 
        UI1(1)=C10+C11*(BI2-THREE)+C20*(TWO*BI1-SIX)+ 
     $ THREE*C30*(BI1-THREE)**2 
        UI1(2)=C01+C11*(BI1-THREE) 
  UI1(3)=(TWO*AJ-TWO)/D1 
        UI2(1)=TWO*C20+THREE*C30*(TWO*BI1-SIX) 
  UI2(2)= ZERO 
  UI2(3)=TWO/D1 
        UI2(4)=C11 
  UI2(5)=ZERO 
  UI2(6)=ZERO 
  UI3(1)=ZERO 
  UI3(2)=ZERO 
  UI3(3)=ZERO 
  UI3(4)=ZERO 
  UI3(5)=ZERO 
  UI3(6)=ZERO 
       ELSE IF (CMNAME(1:5) .EQ. 'MEDIA') THEN 
        C10 = 3.55 
        C01 = 0.66 
        C11 = 18.68 
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        C20 = 21.54 
        C30 = 19.77 
  D1=0.000421 
        U=C10*(BI1-THREE)+C01*(BI2-THREE)+(C20*(BI1-THREE)**2)+C11* 
     $ (BI1-THREE)*(BI2-THREE)+(C30*(BI1-THREE)**3)+(((AJ-ONE)**2)/D1) 
        UI1(1)=C10+C11*(BI2-THREE)+C20*(TWO*BI1-SIX)+ 
     $ THREE*C30*(BI1-THREE)**2 
        UI1(2)=C01+C11*(BI1-THREE) 
  UI1(3)=(TWO*AJ-TWO)/D1 
        UI2(1)=TWO*C20+THREE*C30*(TWO*BI1-SIX) 
  UI2(2)= ZERO 
  UI2(3)=TWO/D1 
        UI2(4)=C11 
  UI2(5)=ZERO 
  UI2(6)=ZERO 
  UI3(1)=ZERO 
  UI3(2)=ZERO 
  UI3(3)=ZERO 
  UI3(4)=ZERO 
  UI3(5)=ZERO 
  UI3(6)=ZERO 
       ELSE IF (CMNAME(1:10) .EQ. 'ADVENTITIA') THEN 
        C10 = 7.14 
        C01 = 0.63 
        C11 = 95.79 
        C20 = 8.03 
        C30 = 99.31 
  D1=0.00077 
        U=C10*(BI1-THREE)+C01*(BI2-THREE)+(C20*(BI1-THREE)**2)+C11* 
     $ (BI1-THREE)*(BI2-THREE)+(C30*(BI1-THREE)**3)+(((AJ-ONE)**2)/D1) 
        UI1(1)=C10+C11*(BI2-THREE)+C20*(TWO*BI1-SIX)+ 
     $ THREE*C30*(BI1-THREE)**2 
        UI1(2)=C01+C11*(BI1-THREE) 
  UI1(3)=(TWO*AJ-TWO)/D1 
        UI2(1)=TWO*C20+THREE*C30*(TWO*BI1-SIX) 
  UI2(2)= ZERO 
  UI2(3)=TWO/D1 
        UI2(4)=C11 
  UI2(5)=ZERO 
  UI2(6)=ZERO 
  UI3(1)=ZERO 
  UI3(2)=ZERO 
  UI3(3)=ZERO 
  UI3(4)=ZERO 
  UI3(5)=ZERO 
  UI3(6)=ZERO 
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      ELSE IF (CMNAME(1:7) .EQ. 'FIBROUS') THEN 
        C10=0.00753 
        C01=0.00999 
        C20=0.02063 
        C11=0.00039 
        C30=0.00078 
  D1=0.000001752 
        U =C10*(BI1-THREE)+C01*(BI2-THREE)+C20*(BI1-THREE)**2+C11* 
     $ (BI1-THREE)*(BI2-THREE)+C30*(BI2-THREE)**2+(((AJ-ONE)**2)/D1) 
        UI1(1)=C10+C11*(BI2-THREE)+C20*(2*BI1-SIX) 
        UI1(2)=C01+C11*(BI1-THREE)+C30*(TWO*BI2-SIX) 
  UI1(3)=(TWO*AJ-TWO)/D1 
        UI2(1)=TWO*C20 
  UI2(2)= TWO*C30 
  UI2(3)=TWO/D1 
        UI2(4)=C11 
  UI2(5)=ZERO 
  UI2(6)=ZERO 
  UI3(1)=ZERO 
  UI3(2)=ZERO 
  UI3(3)=ZERO 
  UI3(4)=ZERO 
  UI3(5)=ZERO 
  UI3(6)=ZERO 
      ELSE IF (CMNAME(1:5) .EQ. 'LIPID') THEN 
        C10=0.00116 
        C01=0.01168 
        C20=0.00858 
        C11=0.0006 
        C30=0.00022 
  D1=0.000001284 
        U =C10*(BI1-THREE)+C01*(BI2-THREE)+C20*(BI1-THREE)**2+C11* 
     $ (BI1-THREE)*(BI2-THREE)+C30*(BI2-THREE)**2+(((AJ-ONE)**2)/D1) 
        UI1(1)=C10+C11*(BI2-THREE)+C20*(2*BI1-SIX) 
        UI1(2)=C01+C11*(BI1-THREE)+C30*(TWO*BI2-SIX) 
  UI1(3)=(TWO*AJ-TWO)/D1 
        UI2(1)=TWO*C20 
  UI2(2)= TWO*C30 
  UI2(3)=TWO/D1 
        UI2(4)=C11 
  UI2(5)=ZERO 
  UI2(6)=ZERO 
  UI3(1)=ZERO 
  UI3(2)=ZERO 
  UI3(3)=ZERO 
  UI3(4)=ZERO 
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  UI3(5)=ZERO 
  UI3(6)=ZERO 
      ELSE 
        C10=0.001144 
        C01=0.01357 
        C20=0.06238 
        C11=0.02626 
        C30=0.00761 
  D1=0.0000014714 
        U =C10*(BI1-THREE)+C01*(BI2-THREE)+C20*(BI1-THREE)**2+C11* 
     $ (BI1-THREE)*(BI2-THREE)+C30*(BI2-THREE)**2+(((AJ-ONE)**2)/D1) 
        UI1(1)=C10+C11*(BI2-THREE)+C20*(2*BI1-SIX) 
        UI1(2)=C01+C11*(BI1-THREE)+C30*(TWO*BI2-SIX) 
  UI1(3)=(TWO*AJ-TWO)/D1 
        UI2(1)=TWO*C20 
  UI2(2)= TWO*C30 
  UI2(3)=TWO/D1 
        UI2(4)=C11 
  UI2(5)=ZERO 
  UI2(6)=ZERO 
  UI3(1)=ZERO 
  UI3(2)=ZERO 
  UI3(3)=ZERO 
  UI3(4)=ZERO 
  UI3(5)=ZERO 
  UI3(6)=ZERO 
C123456 
       END IF 
      RETURN 
      END 
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APPENDIX B 
 

STENT DESIGN IN SOLIDWORKS 
 

This Appendix contains procedures for design done in Solidworks by Jared May. (May, 2012) 

SolidWorks was used to create three dimensional models of the stent geometries.  The 

stents were selected to fit a large coronary artery having a diameter of 4 mm.  The Handbook of 

Coronary Stents was surveyed in order to find appropriately dimensioned stents (Rensing, 2007).  

A slotted tube stent similar to the original Palmaz stent was selected.  This stent geometry will be 

further referred to as stent A in this paper.  Stent A was modeled to have an expanded diameter 

of 4.1 mm and a wall thickness of 0.0635 mm. 

A generic test stent from Laserage/Nitinol Devices and components was also selected.  

This stent will be further referred to as stent B.  Stent B was modeled to an expanded diameter of 

4.07 mm and a wall thickness of 0.3556 mm.  A physical specimen of stent B was available.  A 

photograph of stent B is shown below. 

 

Figure 41. Scanning electron microscope photograph of stent b 
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Figure 42. Scanning electron microscope photograph of stent b strut design. 

 

 

Figure 43. Scanning electron microscope photograph of stent b strut and bridge connection. 
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Two rows and bridges of each stent were modeled for symmetry.  The use of symmetry 

allowed for a better mesh quality and reduction of equations in later steps.  Figure 44 shows the 

final geometries of stent A and stent B. 

 

 

 

Figure 44. (a) stent a geometry, (b) stent b geometry 

 

 A SolidWorks® design study was performed to design a stent strut geometry that is 

capable of minimizing the stresses present within the stent.  Bonsignore showed that a stent strut 

and bridge configuration can be separated into a series of beams.  The loads on these beams can 
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then be solved to determine the forces and strains in the stent (Bonsignore, 2010).  These forces 

and strains can be solved using simple mechanics. 

 2

3w
L

ε δ=   (30) 

 3

12EIF
L

δ=   (31) 

Where: 

ε is the strain 

w is the strut width 

L is the strut length 

F is the force 

E is the material’s modulus of elasticity 

I is the moment of inertia of the strut cross section 

δ is the beam deflection 

 The Handbook of Coronary Stents shows that the majority of contemporary stents are 

open cell designs that feature periodic strut patterns (Rensing, 2007).  Open cell stents have a 

lower number of strut connecting bridges as opposed to a closed cell design.  Not all adjacent 

struts are connected to one another in an open cell design.  A stent with an open design has more 

flexibility while providing sufficient radial strength. 

 A combination of SolidWorks® design studies and SolidWorks® Simulation finite 

element analysis was used to determine the stresses within the stent.  The strut was sketched to a 

rough approximation of the desired shape.  Dimensional variables and constraints were added to 

the sketch in order to create a parametric study.  Figure 45 illustrates the sketch along with the 

dimensional variables. 
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Figure 45. Sketch for the parametric strut with dimensions (in mm). 

 

 The sketch was given a starting thickness of 0.125 mm.  An initial FEA study was 

performed to determine the adequacy of the starting strut design.  The stent was meshed using 

the fine mesh property in SolidWorks® Simulation.  A uniformly distributed pressure of 0.016 

mm (equivalent to systolic pressure) was applied to the top surface of the strut.  Fixed boundary 

conditions were also applied to one end of the strut as prescribed by Bonsignore (Bonsignore, 

2010).  Figure 46 shows the mesh along with loading and boundary conditions.  The green 

arrows represent the constrained degrees of freedom due to boundary conditions.  The orange 

arrows represent the location and direction of the uniformly distributed pressure. 
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Figure 46. Stent strut loading and boundary conditions. 

 

The strut was found to have a maximum stress of 43.7 MPa as shown in Figure 47. 

 

Figure 47. Initial stent strut stresses. 

 

 The dimensions were then allowed to change in order to minimize the maximum stresses 

present within the strut.  The strut half width (dimension of 0.500 mm in Figure 45) was allowed 

to vary between 0.5 mm and 1.25 mm.  Any dimension within this range takes stent crimping 
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spacing into consideration.  The strut length (dimension of 3 mm in Figure 45) varied from 2.25 

mm to 3.25 mm.  These bounds were placed on the strut length in order to keep the strut 

dimensions at a reasonable size.  Too large a strut length could potentially influence the strut 

spacing.  The fillet radius was allowed to vary between 0.2 mm and 0.5 mm in order to reduce 

stress concentration at the tip of the strut.  The strut thickness (dimension of 0.100 mm in Figure 

45) had bounds of 0.025 mm to 0.25 mm.  These bounds were placed on the strut due to 

considerations of restenosis.  Thicker stent struts typically have higher restenosis rates as 

compared to thinner struts.  The strut thickness also influences the section modulus of the strut.  

A larger section modulus helps to reduce the stresses present.  The strut wall thickness was given 

the same bounds as the wall thickness in order to influence the section modulus. 

TABLE 4 

6. STRUT DESIGN VARIABLES AND VALUES 

Name Type Values Units 

Strut_Wall_Thickness Range Min:0.025   Max:0.25 mm 

Strut_Thickness Range Min:0.025   Max:0.25 mm 

Strut_Length Range Min:2.25   Max:3.25 mm 

Strut_Half_Width Range Min:0.5   Max:1.25 mm 

Fillet_Radius Range Min:0.2   Max:0.5 mm 

  

The strut design study had 41 iterations.  The parametrically designed strut reduced the 

maximum stresses to 7.5 MPa.  Table 5 contains the parametrically designed dimensions.  Figure 

48 shows the stress distribution in the parametrically designed stent. 
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TABLE 5 

7. PARAMETRICALLY DESIGNED DIMENSIONS 

Design Variable Value 
Strut Wall Thickness 0.25 mm 
Strut Thickness 0.1375 mm 
Strut Length 2.25 mm 
Strut Half Width 0.875 mm 
Fillet Radius 0.35 mm 

 

 

Figure 48. Stresses within the parametrically designed strut. 

 

The connecting bridges were also parametrically designed.  The bridge was designed in 

the same manner as the strut.  An initial sketch of the bridge was created with bounds on the 

length and width.  The constraints on the length and width allow the bridge to connect with the 

adjacent struts.  The wall thickness was also constrained to be equal to the wall thickness of the 

strut.  The constraint on the wall thickness allows for a uniform transition between the strut and 

the bridge.  Figure 49 illustrates the initial bridge sketch. 
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Figure 49. Sketch for the parametric bridge with dimensions (in mm). 

 

 The bridge leg length was given bounds of 0.0125 mm to 1.125 mm.  These bounds 

provided a constraint that prevented the bridge from colliding with the adjoining strut.  The 

bridge half width controlled half of the bridge thickness.  This dimension was given bounds of 

0.075 mm to 0.125 mm.  An equation that sets the full bridge thickness to two times this 

dimension was created to control the full bridge thickness.  Table 6 contains the design variables 

and values. 

TABLE 6 

8. BRIDGE DESIGNVARIABLES AND VALUES 

Name Type Values Units 

Bridge_Leg_Length Range Min:0.0125   Max:1.125 mm 

Bridge_Half_Width Range Min:0.075   Max:0.125 mm 

  

The bridge design study contained 9 combinations of variables.  The bridge was loaded 

and meshed similar to the strut.  The fine mesh option was used to create a high quality mesh.  

The uniformly distributed pressure of 0.016 MPa was applied to the bridge.  Both ends of the 
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bridge were fixed in order to mimic the connections to the stent struts.  Figure 50 shows the 

bridge mesh and loading conditions.  The green arrows indicate constrained boundary conditions 

and the red arrows indicate the uniformly distributed pressure. 

 

Figure 50. Bridge loading and boundary conditions. 

 

 The bridge had a maximum stress of 0.856 MPa as shown in Figure 51.  The parametric 

design study showed that this bridge configuration is capable of minimizing the maximum bridge 

stresses. 

 

Figure 51. Bridge stresses (MPa). 
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 The strut design and the bridge design were combined to create the final stent geometry.  

In order to create a stent in SolidWorks, the stent must first be modeled using two dimensional 

modeling techniques to model the stent in its unwrapped configuration.  A stent in its unwrapped 

configuration has a width equal to the wrapped diameter.  The circumference of the stent can be 

defined using the conventional circle circumference equation. 

 C dπ=                               (32) 

Where: 

C is the stent circumference or the width of the unwrapped stent 

d is the wrapped stent diameter 

 The struts were aligned in a pattern that gave the stent a circumference similar to those of 

stent A and stent B.  It was only necessary to model two rows of struts due to symmetry.  Figure 

52 shows the unwrapped stent configuration (11.715 mm is the stent circumference). 

 

 

Figure 52. Unwrapped stent configuration. 
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 The unwrapped configuration was then wrapped inside a hollow three dimensional tube.  

The inside diameter of the tube had a diameter equal to the unwrapped circumference divide by 

pi.  This diameter is also equal to the wrapped stent diameter. 

 
Cd
π

=     (33) 

Where: 

d is the hollow tube inside diameter and the stent diameter 

C is the stent circumference 

 The wrapped stent was given a wall thickness equal to the thickness found in the 

parametric design study (0.25 mm).  The hollow tube was then cut from the stent to reveal the 

wrapped stent geometry.   

 

Figure 53. Final stent in the wrapped configuration. 


